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The Tyranny Grows
by Clayton R. Douglas

Welcome to the Twenty first Century.
Welcome to the Twenty first Century.
What an incredible time to be alive and aware.
Once again world war looms.
As before, these small, insignificant incursions by an increasingly war like America
threatens to propel us into a wider conflict
against forces in countries that were built and
financed by the Banksters to be a viable enemy. Even in peacetime the wars here continue.
The War on Drugs, the war on poverty and the
war on terror only create more of what they are
supposed to be fighting for.
This last Century has been the bloodiest and most deadly in history. Dictators rise
with alarming regularity. Where to they get
the money to pay for the weapons and troops?
Where do the terrorists get their support and
intelligence?
The 20th Century has seen 2 World
Wars and conflicts from Korea, Kosov, Vietnam, Panama, Grenada, Iraq, Afghanistan,
Libya, and now Syria. Look at a map. We are
surrounding Iran.
The rest of the world knows we are the
aggressor and the Chinese and Russians, still
recovering from the oppression of Communism recognize us for what we have become...
the vassal state of the Bankster created country
of Israel on the ashes and dreams of the true
Israelites who walked with Jesus.
Heavily documented by the Israelis
themselves you will find the results of their
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study in this first issue of the New Free American. As Jesus told you two thousand years ago,
“Beware the Jews who say they are Jews but
are not. They are of the Synagogue of Satan!
There is no truth in them!”
By their own words, Jews have stated
that they belong to no country. They are a race
who view themselves as gods and Gentiles as
Goyim or cattle. If a reporter or writer so much
as dares to call them by their name for themselves, JEW, you are labeled an Anti-Semite.
This is the form the war against whites/
Caucasian/True Israelites takes. The Jews
own all the mainstream media and brag about
it! They also own the giant corporations, Big
Pharma, Weapons manufacturers and Corporate farms, like Monsanto, that are slowly
killing us. And doctors only make money by
keeping you sick.
The Jewish plan for world government
has been in place in writing for hundreds of
years. The Protocols they call a forgery is the
exact plan being carried out today.
Project for the New American Century
called for a new Pearl Harbor and the Jews
(Sorry, Zionists for you brain dead people out
there) The Jewish plan is to control the production of the oil in the region. The Saudi Royal
family is Jewish! They have used us to kill mil-

lions of innocent people to install their banker
friendly puppets in governments around the
world. Now the American people are being
targeted once more with the threat of war. The
Banksters fund both sides and do not care how
many goyim are slaughtered. Now they are
making the final moves for Global Government and total control. Korea, Vietnam, Iraq
and Afghanistan were just training exercises.
Now comes the staged confrontations
with China and Russia over Syria and Iran.
They have a problem. You and me.
We are waking up! We are becoming
aware around the world!
Join the fastest growing, most workable
answer to everything that is wrong or could go
wrong in the near future.. There is a Renaissance happening in neighborhoods like yours
around the country as people work together
in a cooperative manner to reduce prices, promote the products of your labor and intellect.
This is about communication and cooperation. You may not think you have the power to
change the world, but if you change your life,
upgrade your home, become productive again
within your home, you will inspire your neighbors, you will be confident of your ability to
feed, support and protect your family and you
will never feel alone or isolated again.

Why Liberty Villages? Because Anarchy
and Martial Law are Just Around the
Corner!
by Clayton R. Douglas
The Free American and Liberty Villages is about putting people together in a
productive manner, helping them become
more self-sufficient. Teaching the people
who are becoming aware that they can be
and are part of a world wide movement toward Liberty. Grow food, not grass. Generate your own power from what God Gave us.
Keep your Liberty Teeth and stay healthy.
The seeds I planted with my films, radio and magazine took root. The life style I
envisioned as the kind of place I would be
able to retire in is springing up in isolated
pockets everywhere. Natural Organic foods
are dominating the market as GMO are being torched. Oklahoma Food Coop is putting
Organic Independent Farmers together with
buyers in the city. This should be done in every County. And you need to be aware and
support these people because your Federal
Government under Communist rule wants
to close down access and production of food
outside their Ninth Plank Corporate Farms.
Many towns and states are issuing
their own local currency. Many counties
have Sheriffs standing up for their citizens
right to bear arms. This is my Liberty Village Concept! Use the Free American to
share it with everyone. They use scorn and
ridicule to to demonize and isolate. They did
it to me. Called me a hater, a racist and antiSemitic. This was psychological warfare after the physical and medical attacks failed.
They had to break my spirit. They had the
power to interrupt and extinguish my source
of income and they did. But as one door
closed another opened.
My show is on daily, on facebook,
youtube, Wolfspiritradio, and http://freeamerican.com. I have been stymied for the last
ten years. Trying to raise $5000 for printing,
maintain a truck, travel and paying UPS and
USPS for the delivery of a ton of paper each
month to get a copy in your hands at Barnes
and Nobel. You paid $5.00 there.
Under my New Paradigm you pay me
$2.99, print it on your own paper or read it on
your I pad or Smart Phone, click on the links
for my radio show and click on the links of
products and people you need to know. And
you need to know why they are so afraid you
and your friends and family will learn who
Clay Douglas is!
The players are getting nervous. All of

your politicians are owned and controlled by
the Zionist Media Magnates. In this case is
is appropriate to us the term Zionist because
there are so many deluded Christians and
self hating white people that have bought
into the Scofield Bible propaganda.
Toss in a few million Muslims being
taught that war is good and virgins are waiting and the stage is set. Christians vs Muslims. Televised by Disney! See the hundreds
of children roasted in Gaza fire bombs. Hundreds of Syrians killed by a gas attack. Who
Fired the Rounds? Doesn’t matter. Gave us a
good excuses to use a few of those old cruise
missiles. Sell a few more truck loads of Valium.
So what does Obama’s handler, Z.
Brzezinski think? His call warning of the
“global political awakening” has only intensified in recent years. Last year during
a speech in Poland, Brzezinski noted that it
has become “increasingly difficult to suppress” and control the “persistent and highly
motivated populist resistance of politically
awakened and historically resentful peoples.” Brzezinski also blamed the accessibility of “radio, television and the Internet” for
the “universal awakening of mass political
consciousness.”
“[The] major world powers, new and
old, also face a novel reality: while the lethality of their military might is greater
than ever, their capacity to impose control
over the politically awakened masses of the
world is at a historic low. To put it bluntly:
in earlier times, it was easier to control one
million people than to physically kill one
million people; today, it is infinitely easier
to kill one million people than to control one
million people,” said Brzezinski during a
2010 Council on Foreign Relations speech
in Montreal.
The Free American is the leader in the
Truth about the world we live in.
Their problem is that people are waking up all over the world and asking themselves why their government wants them to
fight at all. Why can’t we just work with all
nations and all people? This is the new Consciousness that is beginning take root. In my
mind the answers to all our problems is
just by doing what our ancestors did as they
settled this country. This is my Liberty Village Concept and it is simple communities,
towns and counties working together with
their law enforcement to keep our homes,
towns, counties and state remain under the
Constitution and free of NWO Police State
Forces that are being assembled right now
here in this country. White American Chris-

tians and Veterans are the target this year. We
saw the dress rehearsal in Boston. Platoons
of black suited troops barging into houses
with no warrants.Searching for one teenager
after they murdered his brother.
It will get worse now. Obamacare!
From Earl at Conservatorium on FaceBook , “Clearly, any family may be visited
by federally paid agents for almost any reason.” According to an Obamacare provision
millions of Americans will be targeted. The
Health and Human Services’ website states
that your family will be targeted if you fall
under the “high-risk” categories below:
*Families where mom is not yet 21. *Families where someone is a tobacco user.
*Families where children have low student
achievement, developmental delays, or disabilities. *Families with individuals who
are serving or formerly served in the armed
forces, including such families that have
members of the armed forces who have had
multiple deployments outside the United
States. There is no reference to Medicaid
being the determinant for a family to be “eligible.” In 2011, the HHS announced $224
million will be given to support evidencebased home visiting programs to ‘help parents and children.’ Individuals from the state
will implement these ‘strategies to’ enhance
program sustainability.”
Commentary: — “I’m glad to know, since I
am a American Veteran, that I’m bundled in
with young and under ages mothers, smokers, and the mentally slow disabled youth.
So how did I get this motley family; oh,
the government assigned them to me under
Obama Care? I was once ‘targeted by the
North Vietnamees’ in North Vietnam, now
I’m ‘targeted’ by the Health and Human
Services in the ‘good ol” U.S.A. So they’re
going to break down my door to talk to me
about health care, like if I really wanted to
know! Gee, I’m ‘eligible’ to somehow fall
into this ‘high risk category’ since I fought
to defend my country; therefor, I qualify
and will be visited by federally paid agents,
i.e., the FBI, the National Forest Service,
NASA, HLS, the CIA, and TSA perhaps
-- makes perfect sense to me! Talk about
targeting people, why don’t they investigate
the Obama Family since Barack was a heavy
two pack a day chain smoker, and why his
Mother in law still lives in the white house,
free! www.shop.freeamerican.com
END

Anarchy and Martial Law are
Just Around the Corner!
by Clayton R. Douglas
When a state of anarchy exists, martial
law is declared and we become subjects
of a military dictatorship. Anarchy is what
happens when a people become totally
disenchanted with their government. Anarchy creates a temporary vacuum. After
the despotic government is overthrown and
new government rushes in the fill the void.
Often times the replacement government is
worse than the one being replaced..
Often times those that want a new government are the ones that sow the seeds of
anarchy. President Obama is deliberately
trying to sabotage our country in order to
create one that is based upon principles collectivism and human bondage. Those planning the destruction of our country are the
same ones that will step forward with their
plan for a New World Order.
If the people continue down the path
laid our for us, it is just a matter of time
before, he declares martial law and our
Constitution, the principles upon which our
nation was founded will be meaningless.
One of the strategies of those that seek
to enslave us is to employ the principle of
divide and conquer. They realize that as
long as we continue to fight among ourselves, the real enemies of the people will
be able to implement their agenda without
opposition.
Those that love liberty need to unite behind a plan to take America back. As stated
by Henry David Thoreau, “We must stop
hacking at the branches of evil and strike at
the root.” The government is not the problem, it is the bankers and financial elite that
lurk in the shadows that is our real enemy.
Congress did not have the Constitutional
right to grant a privately owned bank the
authority to print our money and regulate
its value. Until we force Congress to repeal
the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 we will
continue being debt slaves in a land that
once was free.
This morning I got up to begin writing
the story of one man’s struggle to protect and
inform the American people. That would
be me, Clay Douglas, aka the Free American. (wouldn’t want to be accused of writing about myself in the third person by the
Zionists you will learn about a little later.)
Most of you know the fact that I helped
start and promote the Militias as the 21st
Century rolled toward us and I watched,

with millions of other Americans as the
Federal Government attacked and murdered over 100 Christians including 17
((22?) little children at Waco. I swore I
would never stand by and watch something
like that happen again without trying to do
something about it. I started the Free American Magazine and this radio show in 1994
from the North half of the only two house
town still on the map in New Mexico.
You may be aware of this because powerful, well funded Zionist organizations
(ADL, SPLC and AIPAC) began their assault on me and my family immediately,
listing this old Texas biker in publications
like the ADL’s “Armed and Dangerous”
and SPLC’s “False Patriots” and even manipulated the FBI into including me in a
flier for police, listing Clay Douglas as a
“Right Wing Extremist”.
As all this began, I knew nothing more
than any American about the Zionist/Jewish controls of money and mainstream media. I read the Local paper and watched
the Today Show while running three businesses, stocking my freezer with dolphin
from the middle of the Gulf Stream. (No!
Not Flipper! Mahi Mahi to you landlubbers!) and enjoying happy hour at the local
waterfront bar.
I watched Waco happen in horror and
soon learned of what they did to the USS
Liberty 25 years before Waco. (I posted the
story on LBJ and the USS Liberty on the
46 anniversary of that attack by Israel) I
added a quote from Hitler about Jesus and
the attacks have been renewed in earnest!
I learned that Rothschild bought most of
the News agencies by the turn of the century
that pretty much controls your thinking and
your perceptions of me and the Matrix like
layer that composes your world. The Zionists/Elitists use, control and hide behind the
Jews in the same manner that they do Christians and probably Muslims. The rewriting
of the Bible by Scofield and even the term
Judeo-Christianity should be a clue to their
desire and plans for total control of us today.
(The term “Judeo–Christian” did not
gain popularity, however, until after The
Holocaust in Europe. Reacting against the
anti-Semitism of Nazi Germany, European
and American commentators sought to redefine Judaism as integral to the history of
The West.[8] The term has since been used
as part of American civil religion since the
1940s to refer to standards of religious ethics said to be held in common by Judaism
and Christianity, for example the Ten Commandments or Great Commandment.)

http://www.sott.net/article/263618Earths-alpha-predator-Zionist-Mafia
“The individual is handicapped by
coming face-to-face with a conspiracy so
monstrous he cannot believe it exists. The
American mind simply has not come to a
realization of the evil which has been introduced into our midst. It rejects even the
assumption that human creatures could espouse a philosophy which must ultimately
destroy all that is good and decent!” said
J. Edgar Hoover - The Elks Magazine (August 1956)
This is the power of well educated Free
American. I am so well read I have a little
immunity from propaganda and programming. And never let anyone tell you that
just one man can’t make a difference! Most
people do not have the time or the desire
to know the truth about everything. This
is why they do not want me to succeed in
reaching and educating the masses. The
thinking people are out there. The articles
included and linked here just showed up
on my computer this morning. Maybe the
work I started 20 years ago is taking root
now. This was the power of the Free American magazine, (now online) and my radio
show. Stay tuned and make a donation.
The Elite HATE to see me prosper because I DO call it Treason! They toss out
terms to demonize, Racist, Haters, AntiSemites, Anti-government and now expanded that to include Patriots. The slaves
are awakening and rebelling. The Banksters
are scared. I do not want to overthrow the
government, I want to restore our Constitutional Republic and our Independence. I
believe it is possible. After I identify those
controllers of your information and ergo
your thinking, I am going to show you a
way that, as individuals, you can oppose
and defeat these predators of humanity on
a multitude of levels.
Email me at clay@freeamerican.com
and tell me of your talents and abilities and
I will tell you about the plan for true Liberty in your home, town, county and country.
The Jews attack me but hear the words
of an honest Jew unafraid to tell the truth!
JESUS WAS NOT A Jew
Benjamin H. Freedman,
Jewish Historian - Researcher - Scholar.
From “Common Sense”, p. 2-1-53
“Christians
have
been
duped
by the unholiest hoax in all history, by so-called Jews. This is considered their most effective weapon.”
“This ‘big lie’ technique is brainwash-

ing United States Christians into believing
that Jesus Christ was “King of the Jews”,
in the sense that so-called ‘Jews’ today
call themselves ‘Jews’. This reference was
first made in English translations of the
Old and New Testaments, centuries before
the so-called Jews highjacked the word
‘Jew’ in the 18th century A.D. to palm
themselves off on the Christian world as
having a kinship with Jesus Christ. This
alleged kinship comes from the myth of
their common ancestry with the so-called
‘Jews’ of the Holy Land in the Old Testament history, a fiction based on fable.”
“American Christians little suspect they
are being brainwashed twenty-four hours
of every day over television and radio,
by newspapers and magazines, by motion
pictures and plays, by books, by political
leaders in office and seeking office, by religious leaders in their pulpits and outside
their churches, by leaders in the field of
education inside and outside their curricular activities, and by all leaders in business,
professions and finance, whose economic
security demands that they curry the favor of so-called “Jews” of historic Khazar
ancestry. Unsuspecting Christians are subjected to this barrage from sources they
have little reason to suspect. Incontestable
facts supply the unchallengeable proof of
the historic accuracy that so-called “Jews”
throughout the world today of eastern European origin are unquestionably the historic
descendants of the Khazars, a pagan TurkoFinn ancient Mongoloid nation deep in the
heart of Asia, according to history, who
battled their way in bloody wars about the
1st century B.C. into eastern Europe where
they set up their Khazar kingdom. For some
mysterious reason the history of the Khazar
kingdom is conspicuous by its absence from
history courses in the schools and colleges.
“The historic existence of the Khazar
kingdom of so-called “Jews”, their rise and
fall, the permanent disappearance of the
Khazar kingdom as a nation from the map
of Europe, and how King Bulan and the
Khazar nation in about 740 A.D. became
so-called “Jews” by conversion, were concealed from American Christians by censorship imposed by so-called “Jews”, of
historic Khazar ancestry, upon all U.S.A.
media of mass communications directed by
them. Then in 1945 this author gave nationwide publicity to his many years intensive
research into the “facts of life” concerning
Khazars. The disclosures were sensational
and very effective but apparently angered
so-called “Jews” who have continued to

vent their spleen upon this author since
then solely for that reason. Since 1946
they have conducted a vicious smear campaign against him, seeking thus to further
conceal these facts, for obvious reasons.
What have they to fear from the truth?
“In an original 1903 edition of the
Jewish Encyclopedia in New York’s Public Library, and in the Library of Congress,
Volume IV, pages 1 to 5 inclusive, appears
a most comprehensive history of the Khazars. Also in the New York Public Library
are 327 books by the world’s greatest historians and other sources of reference, in addition to the Jewish Encyclopedia, dealing
with Khazar history, and written between
the 3rd A.D. and 20th centuries by contemporaries of the Khazars and by modern historians on that subject.”
Jesus was a ‘Judean’, not a Jew.
During His lifetime, no persons were
described as “Jews” anywhere. That fact
is supported by theology, history and science. When Jesus was in Judea, it was not
the “homeland” of the ancestors of those
who today style themselves “Jews”. Their
ancestors never set a foot in Judea. They
existed at that time in Asia, their “homeland”, and were known as Khazars. In
none of the manuscripts of the original
Old or New Testament was Jesus described
or referred to as a “Jew”. The term originated in the late eighteenth century as
an abbreviation of the term Judean and
refers to a resident of Judea without regard to race or religion, just as the term
“Texan” signifies a person living in Texas.
In spite of the powerful propaganda effort of the so-called “Jews”, they have been
unable to prove in recorded history that
there is one record, prior to that period, of
a race religion or nationality, referred to as
“Jew”. The religious sect in Judea, in the
time of Jesus, to which self-styled “Jews”
today refer to as “Jews”, were known as
“Pharisees”. “Judaism” today and “Pharisaism” in the time of Jesus are the same.
Jesus abhorred and denounced “Pharisaism”; hence the words, “Woe unto you
Scribes and Pharisees, Hypocrites, Ye Serpents, Ye Generation of Vipers”.
I found this thought from a devout
Christian years before World War II regarding the use of the figure of Jesus on the
cross. First of all the Bible tells us not to
worship idols. Why would a church adopt
the instrument of torture use to kill our savior to worship him? I did not write the following words but I agree with them. The
same Money Changers Jesus ran out of

God’s Temple are still with us today. They
just changed the name of the Temples.
They call them the Bank of England and
the Federal Reserve. CRD
“My feelings as a Christian draw me to
my Lord and Saviour as a fighter. I’m being drawn to the man, who, standing alone,
with only a few followers, recognized these
Jews for what they were and summoned
men to fight against them, and who - God’s
truth! - was the greatest not as a sufferer, but
as a fighter. In boundless love as a Christian
and as a man, I read through the passage
which tells us how the Lord, at last, rose
in His might and took up the scourge to
drive out of the Temple this brood of vipers
and adders. How terrific was His fight for
the world against this poison! Today, after
two thousand years, with deepest emotion,
I recognize more profoundly than ever the
fact that it was for this that He had to shed
His blood upon the Cross. As a Christian, I
have no duty to allow myself to be cheated,
but I have the duty to be a fighter for truth
and justice.” I have tried to do this and tell
you what was happening to this country.
When I exposed this information in March
of 2004 they tried to kill me for that!
(THIS IS WHY OUR PRESS DEMONIZED ADOLF HITLER TO WHOM THE
ABOVE QUOTE WAS ATTRIBUTED!
I REMOVED HIS NAME AFTER THE
OWNER OF SPECIAL GUESTS, Jerry
McGlothin, REFUSED TO SEND ME
ANY MORE GUESTS) THE ARTICLE
FOLLOWING SOON ENTITLED “WHY
LIBERTY VILLAGES?” WILL EXPLAIN
THE DEMONIZATION LEVELED AT
MYSELF, CLAY DOUGLAS, BY THE
AGENTS OF THE BANKSTERS AND
HOW WE CAN FIGHT THEM!
But What does Jesus say about them?
Andrew Jackson referred to them in the
same language and threatened to “Route
Them Out”.
Matt: 23-33 Jesus addressing the jew
Sanhedrin: “You snakes! You brood of
vipers! How will you escape being condemned to Hell? Therefore I am sending
you prophets and wise men and teachers.
Some of them you will kill and crucify, others you will flog in your synagogues and
pursue from town to town. And so upon
you will come all the righteous blood that
has been shed on earth from the blood of
righteous Abel to the blood of Zechariah.”

tor:

The Problems and Reactions
Earth’s
alpha
predaZionist
Mafia
-Sott.net

The Global Zionist Government. Egypt
is rebelling against these Monsters, Why
aren’t we?
ALL WARS ARE BANKERS WARS.
As a reporter, writer, editor and publisher for almost 50 years, I have faithfully
tried to bring you the best of the history,
thoughts and deductions of highly intelligent men, writers and historians without
the bias and control of those that consider
themselves our masters. I have brought you
these Elitists’ own words to show you how
they feel about us. This is not just about
America or Americans now. This New
World Order plan is spelled out in the one
document your masters are afraid for you
to read because it makes it evident that
someone is using that plan and the need for
total control over the masses.
Who wrote it makes little difference.
It is who is using that plan today that is
important. It appears that it is our government is putting the 200 year old plan of
the Illuminati into action. Understand that
the Illuminati was established at the same
time as this country. 1776. Their agents
have been among us since then and are
among us now. They may call themselves
Republicans, Democrats, Conservatives
or Liberals, they will be one of those arguing the most vehemently for “Change”.
If the “Change” includes hampering your
Freedom and Liberty in any respect, the
ones espousing their rhetoric are your enemy! This includes those who want to limit
your right to bear arms or trying to inflame
blacks against whites to influence the verdict or decision in a trial.
Divide and Conquer are the keywords
for the Elitist in the art of War and the modern form of Economic Slavery in which we
are currently immersed.
Recent studies by psychologists and
social scientists in the US and UK suggest
that contrary to mainstream media stereotypes, those labeled “conspiracy theorists”
appear to be saner than those who accept
the official versions of contested events.
The most recent study was published on
July 8th by psychologists Michael J. Wood
and Karen M. Douglas of the University of
Kent (UK). Entitled “What about Building
7? A social psychological study of online
discussion of 9/11 conspiracy theories,” the
study compared “conspiracist” (pro-conspiracy theory) and “conventionalist” (anti-conspiracy) comments at news websites.
The authors were surprised to discover
that it is now more conventional to leave
so-called conspiracist comments than con-

ventionalist ones: “Of the 2174 comments
collected, 1459 were coded as conspiracist
and 715 as conventionalist.” In other words,
among people who comment on news articles, those who disbelieve government accounts of such events as 9/11 and the JFK
assassination outnumber believers by more
than two to one. That means it is the proconspiracy commenters who are expressing what is now the conventional wisdom,
while the anti-conspiracy commenters are
becoming a small, beleaguered minority.
Perhaps because their supposedly
mainstream views no longer represent the
majority, the anti-conspiracy commenters often displayed anger and hostility:
“The research… showed that people who
favoured the official account of 9/11 were
generally more hostile when trying to persuade their rivals.”
- See more at: http://therebel.org/
resistance/666083-new-studies-conspiracy-theorists-sane-government-dupes-crazy-hostile#sthash.W9YuI8al.dpuf
In short, we are swiftly becoming the
majority! After reporting on and being
demonized by our Hidden Hand Masters,
whoever THEY are, truth and common
sense are making headway among the people.
Now one of my comments has been
how do we fight evil without becoming
evil. A lady with a keen understanding of
our universe told me, “Don’t fight them!”
I have considered that for days now and
come to the conclusion that she is right.
I had a clear vision many years ago and
I wrote it down as novels that I never published or submitted. I wrote them in a Texas
prison. I labeled them science fiction. I put
them and the typewriter I wbrought them
oot in boxes and lugged them around with
me through 49 states for about the same
number of years. I started companies
around the characters I had created. I had
all kinds of reasons not to do anything with
them. They were too far out. I needed to do
more research. The public was not ready for
an imaginary world that ran so far against
the grain of conventional wisdom and science. And finally, with all of the businesses
I started, including magazines, I stayed
really busy. A wife, two boys, chemical
companies, distribution companies, boats,
boat based businesses and magazines. I just
never had the time to retype my novels and
short stories into my computers.
Bear in mind, that I read every science
fiction book in the Fort Worth Public Library before I was 14. Robert A Heinlein

was my favorite and those first two novels
could show his influence..
John D. Mac Donald’s Travis McGee series occupied a lot of my time in the 80s.
I had moved to Florida when MacDonald died, drinking in all the same bars as
Hemingway and soaking up the burgeoning
drug culture, especially considering I had
uncovered the CIA and Mossad involvement in George W. Bush’s drug importation
scheme, “Operation Watchtower.” It made
me a target when I exposed it in my magazines and I was threatened by the CIA and
harassed by the DEA for being in the Paraphernalia Industry. I helped start NORML
and was the first distributor of High Times
in Texas.
I foresaw what was going to happen to
“Head Shops” and got out of the business
right before they busted Tommy Chong for
starting a pipe business. I helped Jack Herer by setting up a shop for him in Van Nuys
while he was writing “Emperor Wears No
Clothes” I sold his book for years in the
Free American.
The novels I wrote while I lived in
Miami were loosely based on the McGee
novels. All of MacDonald’s McGee novels were based on a color. “The Deep Blue
Goodbye: was his first. “The Green Ripper,
Lonely Silver Rain and others followed.
MacDonald was supposedly working on a
“Black” novel in which Travis McGee died.
He used that threat in negotiations with his
publisher.
My novels started out with my character, originally called Trevor McGee Hamilton being born to Molly Bee, a woman Travis slept with in the “Deep Blue Goodbye.”
My first book, with a future segment written a few years after I thought I had completed it, was “One Bloody Alabaster Eye”.
The future segment sets the stage for the
next few books. I called the second “Deadly Flashes of Silver”. The third novel will
be titled “White Gold”. I figured I would
use Minerals instead of colors.
Some people in Miami accused me of
writing myself into my Trevor Cameron
character. My answer was pat, “Nope! My
character is younger, stronger, faster, got
more money and killed more people that I
have.”
I took my 28 foot 1966 Hatteras sport
fisherman, the “SeaDueced” to a MacDonald conference to meet John D’s son Maynard held at the Bahi Mar resort where one
slip is graced with a plaque that proclaimed
it as the fictional location of McGee’s boat,
the “Busted Flush”. I docked my boat

there.
One of the events required us to come
as one of the characters MacDonald had
created for the series. I came as me. When
Maynard MacDonald, flown in from his
home in New Zealand saw me, he asked
who I had come as. I smiled and told him I
came as Trevor McGee.
“Who is Trevor McGee?”he asked.
“The son Travis never knew about,” I
blithely said. It took less than a week before MacDonald’s lawyers were sending
me letters demanding I destroy my manuscripts even before the publication of the
two I had completed in the series.
I sent the lawyers copies of my manuscripts. Once they read them, they wrote
me back told me, “You write just like John
D! We are sending copies of these to Maynard” Maynard returned the package unopened.
I never heard from them again. All
of my writing is original except for some
historical notations. You cannot copyright
write the name McGee. Or maybe my
threat of suing them for child support might
have had an effect. Just for safety’s sake I
changed the name of my character to Trevor Cameron Hamilton and that of his father
to Shannon Cameron. My character does
speculate that John D. might have met his
father Shannon and based the character of
Travis on my character’s father Shannon.
The books were printed and are for sale. If
any fan of MacDonald read my books they
would see the connection instantly. Both of
those books are for sale now at www.shop.
freeamerican.com
You can get pretty much my whole
story in my latest book, almost an autobiography combined with a college level
history book, “Mystery Babylon, the New
World Order Unveiled.”
I was lured out of Florida with an offer to good to refuse. One of the stories I
had covered in my Rider’s Xchange magazine was about the reemergence of Indian
Motorcycles. Wayne Baughman offered
me the position of PR Director of Indian
Motorcycle Manufacturing Inc. Wayne had
shown his idea of a new Indian in Sturges
with a wooden motorcycle. He took quite
a bit of teasing about his “Wooden Indian”
but when he called me, shortly after I had
riled up the Bush Gang, he had gotten Cyril
Batten to manufacture Indian Motors for
him. Cyril was noted for building the Cadillac Northstar motors. The day of their
debut, I talked with Cyril and asked how
many motors he was building for us.

“Two!” was the answer. “Those two
inside Tingley Coliseum” The next day I
was asked why I was talking to Batten by
Baughman. “I am in charge of PR. I talk to
everyone.”
There was no time to ask Wayne why
Batten was not producing enough motors
for the orders he already had. He fired me
on the spot.
In retrospect, with all of the events
such as the “Accident” and attacks by the
CIA, ADL, SPLC and DHS, I am forced to
consider that these moves were carefully
planned and staged and I was almost totally
unaware of the anger this old Texas Biker
had stirred up.. It has been an ongoing battle. I was sued or threatened with lawsuits
by more than one company from that day
on. The story of “Operation Watchtower”
that broke in my Rider’s Xchange Motorcycle Magazine is now a chapter in my
book Mystery Babylon, the New World
Order Unveiled”. It was here,in Albuquerque, that I started the Free American Magazine and my Radio show with the money
I got winning the harassment suits filed
against me to prevent me from publishing
stories such as the one I did for Easyriders
and Motorcycle Industry that put Baughman out of business. My stories on Rey
Sotello’s South Country Motorcycles and
a phone call to the lawyers handling the
Indian bankruptcies got Rey Sotello the Indian Franchise which he did well with until
he was shuffled into obscurity by investors.
Then THAT Indian Enterprises went down
into the dust of Motorcycle History also.
I told you all of that to tell you this.
I am a good researcher, a student of history and I understand politics having been
on the staff of a Presidential candidate in
1996.. For 25 years I have been a good reporter doing exactly what reporters are supposed to do. Like the Canary in the Coal
Mine I always refer to myself as, the story
of the attacks on me were kept quiet and
not publicized like Hastings, Assange and
Manning. At least some of them may still
be alive.
I have reported on their moves and goals.

They are much closer today to their goal of
one world government and one world banking. Voting is not the answer. You can only
vote for the people you know about. Most
have never heard of the first Republican
to sign up for the Presidential race in the
Republican Party because Charles Collins
was not allowed to be filmed on TV when
he tried to tell you we needed to buy back
the Federal Reserve as Kennedy wanted to
do. In two states his mike was unplugged!
Ron Paul and Gary Johnson fared little better last year.
We tried forming the Militia and that
cost many lives in OKC. The only people
that are pushing for armed conflict are socalled “Patriots: Like the Jewish Afghan
Vet Adam Kokesh who wanted to lead
naive patriots into an perfect ambush on a
bridge into Washington D.C..
Studying history has convinced me that
we have had the abilities and the knowledge for the last hundred years, perhaps
even thousands of years, to make this
world and this country a much better place.
The Banks and the corporations that sprang
up around them have limited and controlled
us and milked us for the last century. They
have withheld vital technology. They have
built the Military Industrial Complex and
profited off of wars and the deaths of millions of innocent foreigners who never
did us any harm. They created a medical
system that profits from and creates more
disease and misery than a sane person can
imagine. They created a Criminal Justice
System that is criminal itself and they have
put more of their own citizens in prisons or
on parole or probation than any “Communist Country” in the world, including Red
China.
Although we, in the Patriot Movement
have been warning of the coming danger,
those warnings were met with scorn. Conspiracy Theories, Anti-Government, Right
Wing Extremists, druggies and Pot Smokers. I tried to tell you that the drug laws
were simply a way to create convenient
criminals and that if a man could walk up
to you and arrest you for a piece of a plant
you had in your pocket, you lived in a po-

lice state!
The books I wrote 45 years ago examined that in the form of science fiction.
Victimless crimes were abolished in 46
states in my Solomon Series and formerly
illegal drugs were sold in shops, street corners and flea markets.. I started the Lucifer
Legends about the Atlantis legends and described “Earth Ships” plying our heavens
5000 years ago. Looking back, I was ahead
of Eric Von Daniken and his Chariots of
the Gods which evolved into the Ancient
Aliens Theories float around Youtube today.
Those two books will be released later
this year.
I have watched the years roll by and
saw more of my brothers that did go to
Vietnam kill themselves than were killed
by Vietnam Cong. Now I am watching the
same “Racket” envelope men who could
have been my sons. More children have
been killed at OKC, Columbine and Sandy
Hook than have were killed in Waco.
I told you all our phones were tapped
and that they used that to try to kill me in
2004. Someone with a lot of money closed
down businesses that were already sold to
publicly traded companies. The same thing
has been done to men who developed advanced carburetor systems. Stays in Mental Hospitals, Threats! Torture even some
murdered. Seems that it is against the law
to have a car in American that gets better
than 50 miles to the gallon. Gas prices up?
Must be an election around the corner.
And speaking of elections, last year you
wonderful, gullible, Patriotic Americans
gave over 1 billion dollars to those with in
our two party system to elect a President.
Most of that money, outside the limos and
expensive hotel rooms, went to to the six
or seven media companies that provide
the news and your daily dose of programming. You do that over and over again and
it doesn’t matter who you elect or which
party you support, nothing “Changes” except out debt gets bigger, the controls get
stronger and the penalties for disobedience
or dissent harsher. The prisons compete

with private, American owned businesses.
More people are in prison than any socalled Communist Country in the world.
How much good does it do to write your
Congressman?
The old saying, “You can’t fight City
Hall” was invented by Corrupt Politicians. We can and have won time and again
throughout history
Join the fastest
growing, most workable answer to everything that is wrong or could go wrong in
the near future.. There is a Renaissance
happening in neighborhoods like yours
around the country as people work together
in a cooperative manner to reduce prices,
promote the products of your labor and intellect. This is about communication and
cooperation. You may not think you have
the power to change the world, but if you
change your life, upgrade your home, become productive again within your home,
you will inspire your neighbors, you will
be confident of your ability to feed, support
and protect your family and you will never
feel alone or isolated again.
The ideas I have spoken of, the people
I have interviewed, have had a powerful
effect. There are videos up on my http://
libertyvillages.org page and my www.facebook.com/freeamerican69 that illustrate
individuals regaining self sufficiency and
independence in their homes and becoming self sufficient, growing healthy food
in their back yards. Many others have built
smaller houses, installed wind or solar, and
communities and towns have issued their
own money. But these are isolated pockets
of resistance.
Original Book containing the words Adam
Weishaupt, of the Creator of the Illuminatt
This is truth. The government is run by
the Banksters. Take back the Central Bank
on behalf of the American people. Restore
the Constitution and Bill of Rights. If your
politician is NOT talking about this as
HIS goal, He is the Racist Radical Communist Terrorist he tries to convince you I
am through the Bankster owned and controlled Media! Buy a book, make a donation and help me have these criminals,
many pretending to be Jews, arrested and
tried for Treason! clay@freeamerican.
com by paypal or www.shop.freeamerican.
com. My book, Mystery Babylon contains
all I learned about this criminal operation
over the last 30 years. One chapter on the
Rothschilds has 300 years of history. Toss
in 2000 years starting with the origins of
Christianity and the words of Jesus. I put

them on the cover of my book, “Mystery
Babylon, the New Word Order Unveiled”
- “Beware the Jews who say they are Jews,
but are NOT!” They are of the Synagogue
of Satan! “It isn’t a Revolution it is the Resistance.
I am working on a national deal called
Liberty Villages Coop
Friday August 23 Clay Douglas
Liberty Villages - Too Late or our last Resort?
[9:37:35 AM] Alex Powers: This is for a
healthcare website
[9:38:29 AM] Clayton Douglas: I will look
at it. If they are good they could be allowed
to join the coop
[9:41:49 AM] Alex Powers: what exactly
is this coop
[9:43:19 AM] Clayton Douglas: Organic
food, putting a garden in a lot of backyards,
ads for services, products that we have
checked out and can recommend
[9:43:50 AM] Clayton Douglas: Grow food
not grass
[9:44:03 AM] Clayton Douglas: Use Liberty currencies
[9:44:17 AM] Clayton Douglas: Power
your home directly
[9:45:07 AM] Clayton Douglas: Experience true Liberty where ever you are
I volunteered for Vietnam in 1964. I
took a test after applying for Officer Candidates School. I was turned down because
my IQ was to high for me to be an officer.
They said I would question orders. A few
days letter I came down with Spinal Meningitis. My Sgt. made sure I was the last
one on the bus. My family got a letter telling them I was not expected to live. wwww.
shop.freeamerican.com I helped stop that
illegal war, Nothing has changed here.
Our youngest, strongest and brightest are
being targeted, demonized, slandered and
betrayed and killed. The fault isn’t with a
foreign country. It comes from YOU, the
American people who bought into their
propaganda and elect and fund traitors
like John McCain, George Bush, Barack
Obama, Nancy Pelosi.
We don’t have to relocate to Liberty
Villages. Our ancestors built them for us.
We just have to learn how to use what God
gave us! That was GOD NOT GOVERNMENT! Don’t seem that hard. Grow your
own food. print your own money based on
what YOU can contribute, Use the power
that God gave us to power our lives. (I
have a solar powered watch!, food growing
in the backyard, practicing what I preach)

The government of the banksters want to
keep you subservient and plank #9 on the
Communist Manifesto is corporate farms.
http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2010/09/10/
anti-Semitic-activist-now-into-liberty-villages-hemp/
As soon as I came out with my plan
for Liberty Villages. I was attacked by the
ADL and the I government stared raiding
back yard gardens and small, organic farmers.
Arlington, Texas government thugs raid
and trash farmstead
Are you breaking the law by growing food
in your own backyard?
Don’t laugh, you might be!
Joel Salatin, in Everything I Want To Do
Is Illegal: War Stories from the Local Food
Front, details, through his own experience
on his own family farm established in 1961,
“that at every step...government officials
have unceasingly tried to criminalize us,
demonize us, dismiss us, and laugh at us.
And the struggle is not over. Some battles,
as you will see, we did not win. Some we
refuse to fight. The war goes on.”
Today, those farmers who are trying to
heal their land, their neighbors and their
food are marked for destruction. Using
actual, factual stories as a springboard to
the broader philosophical issues surrounding food choice and entrepreneurship, the
author comes across as a modern-day food
evangelist—but not a fanatic. You may not
agree with all of his conclusions, but this
book will force you to think about things
that most people didn’t even know existed.
But communities are starting to ban together to resist!
Revolution In Local Food Laws
Sedgwick, Maine has done what no
other town in the United States has done.
The town unanimously passed an ordinance giving its citizens the right “to produce, process, sell, purchase, and consume
local foods of their choosing.”
This is WITHOUT government regulation.
This includes raw milk, locally slaughtered meats, and just about anything else
you can imagine. It means that farmer and
patron agree to enter into private agreements with one another, and settle any
disputes that arise personally and civilly.
It is the way things used to be done before Americans sacrificed their freedoms
to the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) and other federal agencies that now
tell the public what they can and cannot
eat.

Food sovereignty ordinances are what
must be in place to enable an explosion of
local food production.
During the Great Depression there were
thousands of local, organic currency systems created because the national money
was in short supply. That has occurred again
today as there are record foreclosures, and
bankruptcies in the US, and internationally. While Wall St may be getting bailed
out, Main St. is struggling with a shortage
of currency. If currency does not flow, then
the local economy is sluggish, and stops.
It is happening here and now. This is intended to be a part of the barter and trade of
the Liberty Villages Coop.
Monday July 22 Wayne Walton
http://mountainhours.com
Friday July 19 Paul Glover
Ithaca Hours www.paulglover.org
The New Mile High Hours Denominations
They are here, fresh off the press, colorful, positive, full of good energy, and
ready to be spent. The Mile High Hours
denominations are structured the same as
Mountain Hours, so the values are the same
and thus interchangeable with the Hours in
other communities.
1/10
Hr
=
$1
1/2
Hr
=
$5
1
Hr
=
$10
2 Hrs = $20
There’s nothing more local than local money.
How can businesses get involved?
When you agree to accept Hour Currency in your business, we issue you 20
Hours ($200) every 3 months that you can
immediately start spending into the community. The amount to be issued occasionally changes to balance with the amount
of currency in circulation with relation to
the goods and services offered. Typically, 5

Hours are issued for local businesses which
agree to accept Hours in return. Each local
independent business that signs up will get
20 Hours for each 3 months that they remain a member. The more local businesses
that except Hours, the more valuable the
money becomes. Additionally, currency
must flow. The more places it flows the
stronger our economic circuit becomes.
Other ways to acquire Hours:
Ask for Hours as change when
shopping at stores that accept them
Exchange your federal dollars for Hours
from an trader who has an excess supply
Accept
them
in
payment for your labor or goods.
Ask your employer to consider accepting Hours by agreeing to accept Hours as a
percentage of your regular pay.
They are here, fresh off the press, colorful, positive, full of good energy, and
ready to be spent. The Mile High Hours
denominations are structured the same
as Mountain Hours, so the values are the
same and thus interchangeable with the
Hours in other communities. 1/10 Hr = $1
1/2
Hr
=
$5
1
Hr
=
$10
2
Hrs
=
$20
There’s nothing more local than local money. What are the benefits of the “organic”
Hour money?
1. Main St. needs more money. Many people don’t have enough to pay their bills.
2. Hour money listens as it is issued by the
people for their benefit.
3. Hour money stays in our community and
does not take wealth away from us.
4. Hour money is debt and interest free, so it
is sustainable and not subject to compounding debt which causes scarcity, foreclosure,
and bankruptcy.
5. Hour money fails at the multi-national
Big Box stores by design. By using our

money we practice stewardship of our
community, our independence, and our
neighbors. Colorado is one of the most
beautiful places on the planet with unique
history, character, and charm. Hour money
is a staunch line of defense to keep it that
way.
THINK
ABOUT
THIS
!!!
Who
died
before
they
could
draw
their
Social
Security?
KEEP PASSING THIS AROUND UNTIL
EVERY ONE HAS HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO READ IT... THIS IS SURE
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT!!!!
THE ONLY THING WRONG WITH
THE GOVERNMENT’S CALCULATION OF AVAILABLE SOCIAL SECURITY IS THEY FORGOT TO FIGURE IN THE PEOPLE WHO DIED
BEFORE THEY EVER COLLECTED
A SOCIAL SECURITY CHECK!!!
WHERE DID THAT MONEY GO?
Remember, not only did you and I contribute to Social Security, but your employer did, too. It totals 15% of your income before taxes. If you averaged only $30K over
your working life, that’s close to $220,500.
Read that again! Did you see where the
Government paid in one single penny?
We are talking about the money you and
your employer put in a Government bank
to insure you and I that we would have a
retirement check from the money we put in,
not the Government. Now they are calling
the money we put in an ENTITLEMENT
when we reach the age to take it back.
If you calculate the future invested

value of $4,500 per year (yours & your
employer’s contribution) at a simple 5%
interest (less than what the Government
pays on the money that it borrows), after 49
years of working you’d have $892,919.98.
If you took out only 3% per year, you’d
receive $26,787.60 per year and it would
last better than 30 years (until you’re 95
if you retire at age 65) and that’s with no
interest paid on that final amount on deposit! If you bought an annuity and it
paid 4% per year, you’d have a lifetime
income of $2,976.40 per month. If you
have a deceased spouses who died in their
50’s -- their S.S. money will never have
one cent drawn from what they paid into
S.S. all their lives over the past 30 years!
THE FOLKS IN WASHINGTON HAVE
PULLED OFFABIGGER PONZI SCHEME
THAN BERNIE MADOFF EVER DID.
Entitlement my foot, I paid cash for
my social security insurance! Just because they borrowed the money for other
government spending, doesn’t make my
benefits some kind of charity or handout!!
Remember Congressional benefits?
--- free healthcare, outrageous retirement
packages, 67 paid holidays, three weeks
paid vacation, unlimited paid sick days.
Now that’s welfare!!! And they have
the nerve to call my social security retirement
payments
entitlements?!?
We’re “broke” and we can’t help our own
Seniors, Veterans, Orphans, or Homeless.
Yet in the last few months we have provided aid to Haiti, Chile and Turkey. And
now Pakistan......home of bin Laden. Literally, BILLIONS... if not TRILLIONS
of DOLLARS are unaccounted for!!!
They call Social Security and Medicare
an entitlement even though most of us have
been paying for it all our working lives,
and now, when it’s time for us to collect,
the government is running out of money.
Why did the government borrow from it
in the first place? It was supposed to be in
a locked box, not part of the general fund.
Sad isn’t it. 99% of people won’t have the
guts to forward this. I’m in the 1% -- I just
did.
YOUR GOVERNMENT AT WORK IRS
refunds $46,378,040 to 23,994 illegals at 1
address Agency also assigned 15,796 taxpayer IDS to ‘unauthorized aliens’ at single
residence.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RWqI7
m0Mmbk&list=FLW7UDCiNuCRIi0TxD
gKrfFQ&index=17

It is time to stop being Israel’s Bitch!
I renounced my US citizenship and the
United States of Hypocrisy refused to
acknowledge my right, our right, to selfdetermination. Alright then, I am thinking
now that maybe I just needed to leave for
10 years or so and reflect on things, now
that I have, I have made some important
conclusions.
First among them is that it remains
an embarrassment, that idiot flag waving
Americans have sat by while their Constitution was used like toilet paper and their
government became a bought and paid for
circus of clowns.
Second is that due to this despicable state
of affairs of failing to pay attention on our
watch we Americans have continued to
be complicit in mass murder that is truly
unparalleled in the modern age. God help
us for what we are collectively responsible
for.
Third, our American sons and daughters continue to be used as the meaningless
pawns they are and ultimately, aside from
those our sons and daughters murder in foreign lands, aside from those we rape and
torture, our sons and daughters themselves
are the biggest victims of all. We so pathetically spouted “support our troops”, like
idiots, incredible idiots, while effectively
sentencing them to a fate that makes posttraumatic stress disorder almost inevitable.
Look at the drug abuse, domestic violence,
homelessness and suicide rates of returning soldiers and compare it to the returning
soldiers of Vietnam, what the fuck are we
doing to our supposedly cherished sons and
daughters?
I have come to another conclusion,
America is almost assuredly going down
and going down hard, so hard that it might
just bring the whole world down with it,
for this reason more than any other I feel a

need to exercise the best virtues I obtained
as an American born son and do my best
to sound the alarm. To reach out to every
genuine, not fake ass idiot patriot, but to
reach out to the genuine patriots.
And lastly, we need to acknowledge
100% that the American government is
bought and paid for by the Zionist, Jewish
supremacists, Israeli “dual citizens”, which
in truth is a pyramid with the Rothschild’s
and their bankster kin at the top. These
are the puppet masters and they have used
America as their strong arm, if we are so
blindingly stupid as to continue this role
as their enforcers, we will exterminate not
only ourselves but possibly this beautiful
world we live in.
Hiroshima and Nagasaki are proof of just
how horrendous we have been and thus are
capable of being today.
It is time to stop being chumps, it is time
to actually give some meaning to the word
patriot. It is especially time for those in the
police, military and government who took
an oath to uphold the Constitution to honor
that commitment. Are you a person of honor? Or are you a fraudster? A coward?
I couldn’t care less about fake patriots,
but real patriots, I am serious about working with you. Get the fuck up and take the
fake ideals of America and make them real.
If that were to happen I will happily ask for
my citizenship back... until such time I do
not give my allegiance to this criminal entity and thus I am not a citizen regardless of
the judgments of this corrupt government
and its minions.
When America truly becomes a nation
of honor I will be proud to stand among its
citizens as a genuine member of the family.
Let us make this so.
TJP,

Ken O’Keefe

Liberty Villages Concept
A Decade of Deceit!
Time to fight back!
By Clayton R. Douglas

In 1994, I bought 5 acres on the north
half of a tiny two house town 30 miles from
the nearest small town. Bingham was still
on the map and I bought the old post office
and general store in 1994. The ranches that
surrounded it filled up half a page in the Socorro, NM phone book. Carrizozo was 30
miles to the East, Socorro 30 miles west.
I started my Free American Magazine, my radio show and the Militias in
New Mexico. That certainly brought a lot
of heat on me after two Jewish Organizations, the Anti-Defamation League (ADL)
and Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC)
publicized my involvement in and promotion of the Militia nationwide when my
little local newspaper went national in full
color. Their attacks and cries of Racism and
Antisemitism were unfounded and untrue.
I did start the militia in New Mexico
but I did it in Governor Gary Johnson’s office. The Chief of the New Mexico State
Police was a subscriber for ten years. Ever
elected official in the Santa Fe Roundhouse
got a copy of my magazine each month.
SPLC and the ADL never quit. When
my name and the Free American appeared
in an SPLC inspired FBI document sent
to all police departments, I called both the
governor and the Chief the next day and
told them I thought someone was trying
to arrange my death by cop. The document was recalled by the governor the next
day. Attacks on my advertisers, supporters
and guests continued. Some people who
appeared on my shows or wanted to help
were killed or imprisoned on false or inflated charges. Roger Christie was arrested
shortly after appearing on my show to
talk about his THC Ministries in Hawaii.
That was 3 years ago. He has not gone to
trial and is being held without bond by the
Feds.
I spent ten years in what I considered

an ideal location. Fate had put me ten miles
from the Trinity Site. My neighbor said he
slept through the first Atomic Blast across
the street on White Sands Missile Range.
My children learned to drive themselves
to school. They played football and had
a good childhood, growing up in a small
town where everyone knew them and they
were always safe.
We had a coke box out front, a library
of books, film, Miracle 2 Soap and a little
beef jerky. The garden was producing lettuce, corn and other produce. My sons went
to militia training on the NRA Range outside Raton, NM and out shot all the adult
militia men. Because of the magazine We
had a little traffic from readers and the guys
that worked on White Sands. I wanted to
build that traffic. At various times we had
folks drop in with their campers and RVs.
Some stayed and helped around the place
then caught the wind.
I decided a restaurant and a motel or
RV Partk would be an attraction and a money maker. . Rumors were spreading that the
Trinity Site was about to be turned into a
national park. There was plenty of traffic
on US Hwy 380.
On a trip to Ruidoso, the ski resort
40 miles to the west, I found old fashioned
looking cabins made by Cavco at some resorts. Just Outside Red River and Santa
Fe, I found Yurts and Teepees. I decided to
concentrate on a configuration of teepees
surrounding a yurt. I figured anyone driving down the highway and seeing a bunch
of brightly lit Teepees with a sign that said
Vacancy, Organic Food and Hemp Coffee
would get a steady stream of customers.

March 2004 Free American Cover

Around the first of 2004 we moved
to Phoenix to publish Arizona’s Thunder
Riders Magazine. My friend and employee Vincent took care of the house in New
Mexico, answering our phones and shipping all of our orders.
I put the Liberty Village Concept
into the centerfold of my last Free American Magazine, March 2004,. the tenth anniversary of the birth of the Free American..:
On the air I had referred to 9-11 as an exaggerated case of Jewish Lightning!
In April New York Times broke the
story of Bush allowing the NSA to tap all
our phones. Verizon Rewarded for Records
Release With $10 Billion Government
Contract. May 20, 2004 they tapped mine
and arranged an accident that put me into a
hospital for 4 months, 3 of them in a drug
induced coma.. I woke up to find that I had
lost almost everything and the attacks continued after I got out of the hospital. The
notes and columns I wrote after getting out
and learning of the three quarters of a million dollar hospital bill, were written when
the attacks were continuing and became
one chapter of my latest book.
Excerpt from Mystery Babylon here.
The pressure from Communist propagandists continues until the present day.
The loss of my businesses, my property and
my family weighed heavily on my mind
while I tried to continue and re grow what
I had lost. Fortunately I became eligible for
Social Security and had a small income I
attempted restore the Free American and
intended to use that to develop my property in New Mexico. Unfortunately, I was
alone and damaged goods. No one I had
supported in the patriot movement came
forward to help.
A woman showed up offering to help.
The story is long and involved and not
very pretty. The short and sweet version is
I thought I had a partner. We refinanced in
her name. I sold the property in Bingham to
get the money to restart the Free American
and Liberty Villages. The day we closed
she kicked me off the property.

My property went from five acres and
a home to a 37 foot fifth wheel.
To this day there are factors involved
that make it damn near impossible to analysis what happened and who was responsible for the string of bad luck I weathered.
The term love was tossed around. The wife
I was with for 24 years left me and went
to work with her father. She still tells me
I am the love of her life. Guess she is just
waiting for her father to die. He told her he
would disown her if she came back to me
after the accident.
Self doubt crept in. Was I just a bad
man, a poor husband and father, a danger
to our republic for reporting on the creep
of Communism or was I being a purposefully attacked and demonized by the same
people that attacked and demonized Sen.
Joe McCarthy? Were the people that attacked or abandoned me foreign agents or
well meaning people just dumbed down by
our public fool system? The war on drugs
was a psychological warfare on the American people. The “hippies” were attacked
and demonized for using marijuana but we
started a peace movement that got us out
of an illegal and immoral war. Just the beginning of the wars we have been in ever
since. Because of the effort of us “Hippies”
more than 20 states have mad Cannabis legal to use. That’s a few million American
who won’t be made into criminals!
For years I have tried to analyze what
was happening to us and prepare or counter
what I believe to be coming.. It has happened many times in history. What if the
Communists who invaded Russia and murdered 60 million white Christian Russians
had taken over many aspects and departments inside our government? Why were
these murderers in the Soviet Union given
atomic weapon and our citizens victimized
by a media produced “Cold War”? Who
won that War? The banksters who financed
and profited from all wars! ALL WARS
ARE BANKERS WARS.
Liberty Village began as a concept for
building a sustainable, self-supporting communities in rural areas of this country. It
was a good plan, with a specified number
of structures to be raised a specified number of miles from the nearest town. These
were good ideas that could have worked in
a different economy or with more time to
make it all happen.
  
Well, the world changed in the blink
of an eye. Now, money for investing in
experimental communities, building structures, buying land has all dried up. Our

country is reeling from bank failures, home
foreclosures, staggering unemployment
and governmental ineptitude. The house
of cards collapsed, folks, there is no going
back. My companies and my property was
lost along with a million other Americans
who lost their homes.
In the subsequent contemplation
Liberty Villages exist. There may not be a
physical location in a rural area, there may
not be a group of people living on some
land off the grid, but Liberty Village is still
here, in a different form.
    Liberty Village is not a place, not a collection of buildings located on a piece of
land somewhere. Liberty Village exists
everywhere and nowhere, it is a concept,
a new paradigm, a way of surviving the
global-level social and economic changes
we are currently experiencing.
    Liberty Village is an online community
with information, ideas, research and encouragement. We are reinventing our society right now, and Liberty Village will be
with you, bringing ideas, plans and ways
to connect with others as we create a new
society on top of the ashes of the old one.
    If you own a house you can barely afford
to keep and you open that home up to share
it with someone who can help you with the
mortgage and bills, you are part of Liberty
Village. If you are contemplating replacing
your lawn with a vegetable garden, you are
part of Liberty Village. If you are installing a rain collection system, a solar panel
or anything else that will help you conserve
resources, you are living in Liberty Village.
If you are a small rancher or farmer struggling to maintain your way of life and you
allow others to live on your land in return
for their help, you have created Liberty Village.
    Liberty Village means being willing to let
go of what no longer works and find new
and creative ways to work with what you
already have. Liberty Village means being
willing to share your resources and allow
others to share with you. Liberty Village
is understanding we are all connected and
that we all need each other to survive the
current shift.
    We learned a very important lesson, starting with Hurricane Katrina and continuing
to the present, where we are witnessing
the train wreck of our economy. While
our government is scrambling around in a
panic trying to figure out what to do to save
bankers and large corporations from their
own bad management and greedy business
practices, the message being sent out loud

and clear is that we the people are on our
own.
    So – What do we do? Do we sit in the
wreckage crying over the “stuff” we have
lost or do we get busy and figure out how
to live with what we already have. “Stuff”
will not save us, the government will not
save us and the big corporations will not
save us.
We have to save ourselves and each other.
We have to create things that work, like
barter systems, home sharing, land sharing
and back yard farming.
We all have gifts, skills and resources to
share or trade. Let’s get busy.
Read about attacks on Farmers and the
medical value of whole milk and butter
Alternative Currencies
Building a New Economy!
NO GM FOODS OR TERMINATOR
SEEDS ALLOWED., RANGE FED CATTLE, ORGANIC CHICKEN   
Police raid and trash farmstead
Arlington, Texas government thugs
This is the Government response to the Liberty Village Concept of Self Sufficiency!
The war on independent farmers with the
backing of the Corporate Farm Company
Monsanto continues.
“No
Food
We
Don’t
Own!”
- See more at: http://www.therealfoodchannel.com/videos/farming-1/police-raid-andtrash-farmstead.html#sthash.KKpIFaPQ.
dpuf
“You will comply or we will destroy you”
Using a bogus claim of “marijuana growing”, thugs from the Arlington, Texas
police department under the direction of
the mayor’s office raided and trashed a
small farmstead destroying food crops
including 20 producing blackberry
bushes and a field of sunflowers and
carted away essential farm equipment.
Did
they
find
any
evidence
of
marihuana
growing?
No they did not. But they did find “code violations” and while conducting the search
and destroy raid, police kept eight adults in
handcuffs, one reportedly for several hours.
- See more at: http://www.therealfoodchannel.com/videos/farming-1/police-raid-andtrash-farmstead.html#sthash.KKpIFaPQ.
dpuf
This illustrates why we need an organization to protect the urban or country farmers. This is why we need to work together,
organize and prepare under the banner of
FREE AMERICANS and converting our
towns and communities into Liberty Villages! CRD

What’s Ailing America?
AMERICA IS A GULAG
INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM
BOLSHEVIK RUSSIA
Rebecca Carley, MD

www.reversingvaccineinduceddiseases.com

The definition of “gulag” is “a network of forced labor camps in the former
Soviet Union, especially for political dissidents”. The word archipelago compares
the system of labor camps spread across
the Soviet Union with a vast "chain of islands", known only to those who were fated to visit them. The answer to the question
“What’s Ailing America?” on my 8/25/13
radio show was HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF; COMPARING WHAT THE JEWS
ARE DOING TODAY IN AMERICA TO
WHAT HAPPENED IN THE USSR AS
PER THE BOOK "GULAG ARCHIPELAGO" by Aleksander Solzhenitsyn. My
guest was historical researcher Bill Maeur.
The link to a you tube of the show is http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=uO4HAd4rE
sE&feature=youtu.be .
The book “Gulag Archipelago” traces
the history of the system of forced labor
camps that existed in the Soviet Union
from 1918 to 1956. On this show we covered 3 main categories of indistinguishable
characteristics of the gulag in Russia to the
reality of where we now find ourselves in
America today. These 3 categories include
policies of the ruling “elite”, the security
apparatus which controlled the people, as
well as the impact on families. In fact, it is
self evident that we are in an even worse position today due to the technology enabling
unprecedented surveillance and covert
killing using big pharma drugs, especially
bioweapon vaccines. Not to mention an
executive order by traitor in chief Obama
allowing drone strikes on AMERICANS
who his cartel deem need to be killed; no
trial, just a death sentence mandated by this
monster who actually received the Nobel
Peace prize!
The mind control of the majority of
Americans could not be more self evident.
However, the not talked about provisions
of Obamacare which will kick in as of
January 2014 will bring the destruction
of the family to a whole new level, allowing home invasion of CPS agents and
kidnapping of children into state custody
for almost any reason. The “forced home
inspections” which are part of the Obamacare atrocity can be reviewed at http://
freedomoutpost.com/2013/08/obamacare-

provision-forcedhome-inspections. There
you will learn that “clearly, any family may
be visited by federally paid agents for almost any reason. The Health and Human
Services website states that your family
will be targeted if you fall under the “high
risk” categories below:
Families where mom is not yet 21
Families where someone is a tobacco user
Families where children have low
student achievement, developmental delays, or disabilities [in most cases because
they were inoculated with bioweapon vaccines]
Families with individuals who are
serving or formerly served in the armed
forces, including such families that have
members of the armed forces who have had
multiple deployments ouside the US [I bet
they are not telling young people who show
up at military recruiting offices about that
little factoid!]
A homeschooling family may be subject to “intervention” in “school readiness”
and “social-emotional developmental indicators” A farm family may be subject to
“intervention” in order to “prevent child injuries” Firearms will also be included as a
potential safety hazard requiring home
inspection THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WILL NOW SET THE STANDARDS FOR RAISING CHILDREN
AND WILL ENFORCE THEM BY HOME
VISITS”
An even more extensive discussion of
this “Mother of All Conspiricies Aimed at
Our Children” can be found at http://www.
activistpost.com/2013/08/the-motherofall-conspiracies-aimed-at.html . “According to a previously unreported Obamacare regulation that has managed to escape
“scrutiny” from the mainstream media, millions of American families will be targeted
for home invasion by the forces of the Federal government in the name of preventing
parental neglect resulting in disabilities in
their children. And the Fourth Amendment
be damned, after January 1, 2014, Federal
officials may enter your home without a
warrant in order to “intervene” for the purpose of saving “high risk” children…the
home invasion will be conducted by CPS
on behalf of HHS”. Dave Hodges continues with the following VERY important
information:
Meet the Creators of the State Sponsored
Child Kidnapping Rings
The primary author for this insane
manual for HHS/CPS and their designed

home invasion interventions is Diane
DePanfilis, Ph.D., M.S.W. She is the Associate Dean for Research and an Associate
Professor of Social Work at the University
of Maryland.
More importantly she is a co-editor of the Handbook on Child Protection
Practice. In other words, DePanfilis has
been a major player in the unconstitutional
practices we see in CPS in all 50 states. As
if this is not concerning enough, all of the
other contributing authors have their professional origins and affiliations with the
same organization.
• Lindsay Ritter Taylor from Caliber, an
ICF International Company
• Matthew Shuman, M.S.W, A consultant
with Caliber, an ICF International Company
• Jean Strohl, A consultant with Caliber, an
ICF International Company,
• Jeannie Newman, M.S.W, M.I.B.S., A
consultant with Caliber, an ICF International Company
It was at this point, I smelled a rat. We have
the primary author being a CPS
author designed to teach their field operatives on the methods of how to abuse
parents and undermine parental authority.
And all of the contributing authors come
from the exact same corporation, ICF. At
this point, it is prudent to ask the question,
who is ICF?
ICF Is the Biggest Player That You Have
Never Heard Of
ICF International partners with
government and commercial clients to deliver consulting services and technology
solutions in climate change, energy, environment, transportation, social programs,
defense, and homeland security markets. In
my mind, this established ICF as a major
player in the introduction and implementation of the globalist agenda by designing
matching Federal programs. And as it turned
out they are a major player in Obamacare
through their subsidiary acquisition, Caliber Associates. Caliber is an “established
leader in providing research, consulting,
and innovation in human services and human resource issues.” ICF acquired Caliber
in 2005 in order “to serve HHS, the U.S.
Department of Justice, the U.S. Department of Defense, and the U.S. Department
of Education.” Caliber Associates and their
four contributing authors to the HHS/CPS
field manual, which will be used to enforce
child welfare regulations, was the undeniable link to Obamacare through
this field manual. But as I discovered, the

rabbit hole went even deeper.
After I found the co-authors of the
HHS/CPS policy manual which will guide
these forced home inspections, I smelled
the distinct odor of the United Nations and
Agenda 21 and sure enough, this was exactly what I found.
The United Nations and Obamacare
At times, I feel that I have the
globalist playbook and I am able to often
anticipate their next move. Please allow
me to briefly illustrate how the globalists
have operated in another area, education,
and then draw the parallel to how the UN is
deeply involved in Obamacare.
The Common Core Curriculum,
which is sweeping the nation’s education
system, was the product of “Education for
All.” Education for All comes from the
United Nations education arm, the United
Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO). Common Core
went from UNESCO to the National Governors Association who in turn farmed out
the development of the details to various
NGO’s, which in turn sent the standards to
each state for implementation.
This is the standard model that
the globalists follow when implementing
a controversial program and Obamacare
follows a similar pattern as did Common
Core.
There is no doubt that the provisions
of allegedly protecting children in Obamacare, originated with the United Nations. In
the United Nations document entitled, Human Rights, Persons with Disabilities, ICF
and the UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities (Training toolkit),
implementation for programs designed to
help people, children in particular, with
disabilities, came from the World Health
Organization (WHO) [Page 36], UNESCO
[Page 37], the International Labour Organization (ILO) [Page 36] and the United
Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)[Page
38]. As one
can see from the title, ICF and the UN have
partnered to “protect” people/children with
disabilities.”
And what will be done with these allegedly
“at risk” children abducted from their families? This is where the rabbit hole gets so
dark that those with a conscience will not
even be able to conceive of such evil. As
I have documented many times before in
these newsletters, children abducted by the
state are put into international child tracking/pedophile rings, used for child pornography, experimentation of psychiatric

drugs, and worse. And since government
agents will be committing these crimes
against your children, who will you turn to
for “justice”?
I realize that the things I report
in this newsletter and on my shows are
very disturbing, and the majority of citizens prefer to put their heads in the sand
and pretend all is well. In so doing, you are
consenting with your silence and inaction.
Do not complain when the wolves come
knocking at your door. I have been dancing with these wolves since the late ‘90’s,
when I described the cause of all disease
and developed a protocol to reverse all disease with natural therapies. The deafening
silence of those who know the facts of my
situation tells me that no one will care when
the wolves come into your life. If you are
not aware of what I have experienced, listen to a radio show about it posted on you
tube at http://youtu.be/ZbmDHTk_oLM
. YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED, because
you and your children are next… SILENCE
IS CONSENT, PEOPLE!
If you need help in reversing your
disease with natural therapies, please go
to www.reversingvaccineinduceddiseases.
com/services to learn how Dr. Carley does
consults. You can access many archives of
internet radio shows Dr. Carley has done
over the past few years at http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/RBN-BACKUP/commercialFree.html.
Dr. Carley’s show “What’s Ailing
America?” can now be heard on www.freedomslips.com , studio B, every Saturday
from 6-8 PM EST. 4

“Only a large-scale popular movement toward decentralization and self-help can
arrest the present tendency toward statism... A really efficient totalitarian state
would be one in which the all-powerful
executive of political bosses and their
army of managers control a population
of slaves who do not have to be coerced,
because they love their servitude. To make
them love it is the task assigned, in present-day totalitarian states, to ministries
of propaganda, newspaper editors and
schoolteachers.” -- Aldous Huxley

One thing you can do to become
more independent. Tell them
you heard about it from the Free
American and get a special deal.
CRD

On a single charge, the JuiceBox
can do anyone of the following:
Charge a typical laptop six times
Charge a Smart Phone 50 times
Charge a Cell Phone 80 times
Run an I-Pad® for 100 hours
Run a portable radio for weeks
Run a GPS for 140 hours
Run a desktop fan for 20 hours
Light up a campsite for several nights

Tell them you heard about it
from the Free American and
get a special deal. CRD

Zionists design myth of Jewish
genome to usurp Palestine

by Jim W. Dean, VT Editor with Press TVFirst published on Press TV Feb. 27th,
Update: This article did very well on
Press TV. We jumped on it at VT because
we saw it’s Mid East shattering implications
regarding the Zionist myth biblical claims
to Palestine. My readers know what I have
always felt about a bunch of communist
atheist Jews claiming a God given right to
anything. But this new genome study was
written from a purely scientific approach.
The study was covered internationally everywhere by in the U.S., surprise, surprise.
All geopolitical implications below are
mine and not Dr. Elhaik’s. The militant Zionists have already politicized it by sending arch Zionist Dore Gold out to do a hit
piece on this new work. Dore has handed
me his head on a platter, and I will be serving it to you all on a follow up piece platter, with all the trimmings. You might want
to get a good bottle of wine to go with it.
The real holocaust deniers have exposed
themselves…Jim W. Dean
On December 14, 2012, Dr. Eran Elhaik
turned almost two generations of Jewish
genome research upside down.
But he went even further. The young
Israeli-American geneticist has charged
former researchers with academic fraud,
and he has the research to back it up.
How could those those eminent Jewish
scientist before him have been so wrong?
Easy says Dr. Elhaik, “First these researchers decided what conclusions they wanted
to find, and then they set off to find evidence to support it.” I was not bashing Jewish scientists. What Elhaik has described is
a slam dunk fraud.
But why? Why would Jews who take
such pride in the academic achievement
risk exposing themselves to a group deception which was bound to be discovered
later? Dr. Elhaik does not delve into the
quicksand of the politics, but I will gladly
do so.
They perpetrated the fraud solely to
support the bogus biblical claim to Palestine which was anchored in their being a
separate people. This distinguished them
from all others because they claimed a land
title in their blood.
They bet the farm on this DNA proof of
purchase, a God given bar coded passport
to the Palestine. Dr. Ehaik just erased the
bar code. It was just stamped on anyway,
because it was never in the blood.
Why, why did they do it? The second

half of the answer not revealed in his research was that you had a bunch of atheist,
communist Jews shoot their way into taking over the Land with the sole moral cover
that ‘God gave it us only’.
Before I had a bookcase of Judacia in my
library I must say I was a bit suspicious of
these atheist Jews whipping out God’s dual
land title and passport. It was propaganda
of course. It always was. And the story for
another day is why did an entire academic
community who should have known better,
cower down and debase themselves in their
own community by allowing the fraud to
not only be birthed, but continued?
Arthur Koestler’s The Thirteen Tribe
was a major influence in cracking the fraud.
It was published in the day when Zionist
propagandist were very savvy in not attacking an esteemed Jewish author. They had no
fear from the academic community, already
neutralized, and Kostler’s book did not
generate a moral tipping point challenge to
the Zionist false claim on the Land.
Dr. Elhaik literally nails the fraudsters to the cross, “….[they] assumed that
the Jews constitute a group that is genetically isolated from other nations.”…That’s
because Jews were never genetically isolated, making all those other studies fatally
flawed and very often contradictory.
I was wondering what weapon of mass
destruction that the Jewish Lobby bullies
would unleash upon the young IsraeliAmerican geneticist.
I expected to be reading about Alan Dershowitz denouncing him as a self hating
Jew when actually it is Dershowitz who is
the self-hating Jew. He and Abe Foxman
compete for the most negative Jewish stereotype and best bully competition award
annually.
But there has been no attack. The 32
year old Dr.Elhaid is getting the Arthur
Koestler treatment, in spades. What do I
mean? Well, his research paper was published by the Oxford University Press, in
the prestigious journal Genome Biology
and Evolution.
But do you think a bunch of savvy Zionist propagandists are going to worry about
the mass public ever hearing a thing about
his research? Of course not. And are these
same pretend-a-Jews going to risk giving
his work a 100 times more exposure by attacking him publicly?
Let’s get back to Dr. Elhaik hammering the nails in, “First these researchers
decided what conclusion they wanted to
find, and then they set off to find evidence

to support it…It is my impression that their
results were written before they began the
research. First they shot the arrow – and
then the painted a bull’s-eye around it.”
Take a moment to ponder what he said
there, folks. Does that sound like someone
trembling in fear of Jewish Lobby power in
America, or someone thinking that his career is over and committing hara-kiri? No.
That ‘painted a bull’s-eye around it’ was
not an off the cuff remark, but one he had
chosen to use in a Haaretz interview.
This is a young man who is NOT standing on the shoulders of the fraudsters who
have gone before him. On the contrary he
wants to stand on their academic bones by
exposing them, and he has.
More from his Haaretz interview, “The
various groups of Jews in the world today
do not share a common genetic origin. We
are talking here about groups that are very
heterogeneous and which are connected
solely by religion…[the] genome of European Jews is a mosaic of ancient peoples
and its origin is largely Khazar.”
The Genome Project Spelled Doom for
the Founding Myths of Israel
Now onto some of the science highlights. Dr. Elhaik’s research shows that the
dominant element in the genetic makeup of
European Jews is Khazar. For Central European Jews it is 38%, while for East Europeans it is 30%.
To that you can add his findings that in
both groups their genome is mostly Western European. Surprise, surprise.
The Roman empire is the dominant lineage there, those that settled on the frontier, like retired soldiers, and the locals with
whom they produced families.
There were some Jewish merchants there
as Elhaik did find some Middle Eastern
roots which he suspects are Mesopotamian
and a bit of biblical Israel.
But here comes the slam dunk…the Israel connection is such a tiny part of their
overall genome that it cancels out their
DNA title claim to the Land. The good doctor would not wander into this swamp but I
will, by calling a spade a spade.
What Dr. Elhaik has discovered folks is
a ‘reverse holocaust’, the inventing of huge
numbers of pseudo-Jews who have no more
a blood claim to the land of Palestine than I
do, even if I converted.
What I have just stated in no way challenges a religious or cultural affiliation. But
as we all know, most Jews are not religious,
including in Israel where way more than

most are not. Subtracting that, then all you
have is the tribe, the DNA, which unites
them to a shared history of persecution. But
that folks, is now all gone. Poof…gone.
Who among us does not have some genetic make up of a people who had suffered
in ancient times, even numbers of different
peoples, five or ten different ones? Why
should we allow the pretend-a-Jews to send
all of our gene pool to the back of the historical suffering bus as Club Med ancestors
who enjoyed the ‘all inclusive’ treatment. I
find that just a bit too convenient.
The Human Genome cannot be holocausted – even if Zionists wanted to.
So these ‘Jews’, are they then just a gang,
united to be against all those not in the
gang? Have they invented the whole story
in a way like gang members take an oath
and defend territory?
And is that not where Herzl and others
before him saw an opening, that the Land
could be a territory bond to unite Jews who
were always fighting like cats and dogs
amongst each other?
And is not the 2000 years of persecution
claimed mostly by those who are not really
descended from those actual people?
Who really has holocausted whom here,
and why? We had Golda Meir’s instant holocausting of the Palestinian people with
her infamous, “There are no Palestinian
people.”
Is this not poetic justice from Dr. Elhiak,
that he brings us scientific proof of there
being no biblical Jewish people as such as
they have presented themselves? And does
this not also make a fraud of the historical ‘Anti-Semite’ smear, by a people who
aren’t even Semites?
I think it might be time to start setting
things straight on the Founding Myths. I
must admit that I never expected to get a
free ticket to the truth from a smart young
Israeli doctor from John Hopkins who has
his moral rudder deep in the water.
He is not a gangster, whoever his ancestors were. We call this…leadership,
with maybe a touch of Moses parting the
Founding Myth waters for those who want
to walk through to the other side.
We shall now see if others choose to
be free, or to run with the gang. The militant Israelis, they always knew this day was
coming. That is what their nukes have been
for, always. They knew. They never believed in it themselves. They were atheists
for heaven’s sake.
END

The Criminal State of Israel and
Its Role in Terrorism
Updated August 25, 2013
The facts confirm that Israel and its collaborators in the U.S. are serial provocateurs
and key architects of the terrorism against
which Tel Aviv seeks America’s military
and diplomatic protection and the financial
support of U.S. taxpayers... To solve this
transnational criminality requires multilateral
engagement to remedy the perils that this
syndicate now poses to world peace...
The
strategy deployed to date reflects a profound
misunderstanding of the game theory dynamics that deceived the U.S. to wage war in the
Middle East for Greater Israel. - Jeff Gates,
Guilt by Association, 2008

Guilt by Association (2008) explains how the Israelis apply game theory to deceive
the United States into waging wars in the Middle East.
A friend and supporter recently gave me a copy of Jeff Gates’ book, Guilt by Association: How Deception and Self-Deceit Took America to War. I was immediately
struck by one of its opening paragraphs, which hits the nail squarely on the head:
Six decades ago, an enclave of Jewish elites and extremists induced Harry Truman,
a Christian Zionist president, to recognize Zionism as a sovereign entity in the Middle
East. Rather than operate as a loyal ally, that enclave has proven to be an enemy. The
consistency of Israel’s behavior since its founding in 1948 confirms how organized
crime expanded to global scale behind the facade of a sovereign state.
I finished the book as the United States prepared its military forces to attack Syria,
based on unproven allegations that the Syrian regime was responsible for the use of
chemical weapons that killed several hundred people near Damascus during the past
week. Once again, it now seems very likely that the United States will use its military
to attack a Middle Eastern nation based on spurious allegations.
The following extracts from the book are well worth reading and remembering as
we find ourselves on the brink of another war of aggression in the Middle East:
Only now has it become apparent that a state based on fundamentalist Judaism is
neither a democracy nor a hapless victim but an apartheid state, an aggressor, and a
serial agent provocateur. Israel’s expansionist goals could only be achieved by way of
deception.
The systemic nature of this criminality suggests that Americans alone can no longer secure their country - the corruption is too imbedded and elected officials are too
intimidated by the Israel lobby. To solve this transnational criminality requires multilateral engagement to remedy the perils that this syndicate now poses to world peace...
The strategy deployed to date reflects a profound misunderstanding of the game
theory dynamics that deceived the U.S. to wage war in the Middle East for Greater Israel. The global community is mistrustful of our words, extremists have been emboldened, and our allies feel less secure. It is not Iran but Israel that must be restrained to
protect U.S. national security and to repair the worldwide damage done by the “Washington” consensus.
In order to grasp the role that Israel played in the false-flag terrorism of 9-11 and
the illegal wars that followed in its aftermath, it is essential to understand that Israel
is, in fact, a criminal state that was created and is ruled by an organization of Zionist
criminals, and that it is actually an enemy of the United States - and humanity.

Provision: “Forced” Home Inspections
Posted on August 16, 2013 by
Cowboy Byte
Reprinted for educational purposes only:
“Clearly, any family may be visited by
federally paid agents for almost any reason.” According to an Obamacare provision
millions of Americans will be targeted. The
Health and Human Services’ website states
that your family will be targeted if you fall
under the “high-risk” categories below:
*Families where mom is not yet 21.
*Families where someone is a tobacco
user.
*Families where children have low student achievement, developmental delays,
or disabilities.
*Families with individuals who are serving or formerly served in the armed forces,
including such families that have members
of the armed forces who have had multiple
deployments outside the United States.
There is no reference to Medicaid being the determinant for a family to be “eligible.” In 2011, the HHS announced $224
million will be given to support evidencebased home visiting programs to ‘help parents and children.’
Individuals from the state will implement these ‘strategies to’ enhance program
sustainability.”
Commentary: — “I’m glad to know, since I
am a American Veteran, that I’m bundled in
with young and under ages mothers, smokers, and the mentally slow disabled youth.
So how did I get this motley family; oh,
the government assigned them to me under Obama Care? I was once ‘targeted by
the North Veitnamees’ in North Vietnam,
now I’m ‘targeted’ by the Health and Human Services in the ‘good ol” U.S.A. So
they’re going to break down my door to
talk to me about health care, like if I really wanted to know! Gee, I’m ‘eligible’ to
somehow fall into this ‘high risk category’
since I fought to defend my country; therefor, I qualify and will be visited by federally paid agents, i.e., the FBI, the National
Forest Service, NASA, HLS, the CIA, and
TSA perhaps -- makes perfect sense to me!
Talk about targeting people, why don’t they
investigate the Obama Family since Barack
was a heavy two pack a day chain smoker,
and why his Mother-in-law still lives in the
white house, free!
And to think, it will be all paid for by
224 million of your tax dollars -- nothing
to worry about; except for, guess what: that

federally funded Dept. of Alcohol, Firearms, and Tobacco (FAT) agents who will
be looking for tobacco, stills, and FIREARMS, all granted by a legal law of forced
(inspection) entry into your home, under
the new ‘Obama Care’ National Health
Care Act. Warrant to search, what Warrant? Better register your arsenal of illegal
guns and bullets now or you will be in a
heap of trouble, ‘FEMA fodder’ you might
say! Few people know of a law that states:
‘if you are a person in possession of 100
guns or 100 bullets, or the sum of either,
you are defined as a Domestic Terrorist’ by
the government and subject to internment
without a lawyer for an indefinite period of
time (Homeland Security Act, passed Jan.
1st., 2013) under the auspices of Attorney
General, William D. Holder, a trust worthy
individual.
—This is REAL folks, I’m not making it
up!—
So, I’m thinking of a ‘get rich quick’
scheme of manufacturing and selling Patriotic Doormats to ‘eligible’ families with
the United States Constitution printed on
them, so to give notice to these federally
paid agents from slipping and falling on
their ass and hurting themselves (and get
a closer look at the Constitution wording, I might add) while they break family
doors down in a stampede into their homes
-- only later to serve the home owner with
a personal injury law suit. One must protect oneself from this kind of federal scamming, don’t you say? ...and it all starts with
a program to ‘help parents and children,’
how wonderful!” ~ the American Patriot ~
It is time to stop being Israel’s Bitch!
I renounced my US citizenship and
the United States of Hypocrisy refused to
acknowledge my right, our right, to selfdetermination. Alright then, I am thinking
now that maybe I just needed to leave for
10 years or so and reflect on things, now
that I have, I have made some important
conclusions.
First among them is that it remains
an embarrassment, that idiot flag waving
Americans have sat by while their Constitution was used like toilet paper and their
government became a bought and paid for
circus of clowns.
Second is that due to this despicable
state of affairs of failing to pay attention on
our watch we Americans have continued to
be complicit in mass murder that is truly

unparalleled in the modern age. God help
us for what we are collectively responsible
for.
Third, our American sons and daughters continue to be used as the meaningless
pawns they are and ultimately, aside from
those our sons and daughters murder in foreign lands, aside from those we rape and
torture, our sons and daughters themselves
are the biggest victims of all. We so pathetically spouted “support our troops”, like
idiots, incredible idiots, while effectively
sentencing them to a fate that makes posttraumatic stress disorder almost inevitable.
Look at the drug abuse, domestic violence,
homelessness and suicide rates of returning soldiers and compare it to the returning
soldiers of Vietnam, what the fuck are we
doing to our supposedly cherished sons and
daughters?
I have come to another conclusion,
America is almost assuredly going down
and going down hard, so hard that it might
just bring the whole world down with it,
for this reason more than any other I feel a
need to exercise the best virtues I obtained
as an American born son and do my best
to sound the alarm. To reach out to every
genuine, not fake ass idiot patriot, but to
reach out to the genuine patriots.
And lastly, we need to acknowledge
100% that the American government is
bought and paid for by the Zionist, Jewish
supremacists, Israeli “dual citizens”, which
in truth is a pyramid with the Rothschild’s
and their bankster kin at the top. These
are the puppet masters and they have used
America as their strong arm, if we are so
blindingly stupid as to continue this role
as their enforcers, we will exterminate not
only ourselves but possibly this beautiful
world we live in.
Hiroshima and Nagasaki are proof of
just how horrendous we have been and thus
are capable of being today.
It is time to stop being chumps, it is
time to actually give some meaning to the
word patriot. It is especially time for those
in the police, military and government who
took an oath to uphold the Constitution to
honor that commitment. Are you a person
of honor? Or are you a fraudster? A coward?
I couldn’t care less about fake patriots,
but real patriots, I am serious about working with you. Get the fuck up and take the
fake ideals of America and make them real.

If that were to happen I will happily ask for
my citizenship back... until such time I do
not give my allegiance to this criminal entity and thus I am not a citizen regardless of
the judgments of this corrupt government
and its minions.
When America truly becomes a nation
of honor I will be proud to stand among its
citizens as a genuine member of the family.
Let us make this so.
TJP,
Ken O’Keefe

In 1994, I bought 5 acres on
the north half of a tiny two house
town 30 miles from the nearest
small town. Bingham was still on
the map and I bought the old post
office and general store in 1994.
The ranches that surrounded it
filled up half a page in the Socorro,
NM phone book. Carrizozo was 30
miles to the East, Socorro 30 miles
west.
I started my Free American
Magazine, my radio show and the
Militias in New Mexico. That certainly brought a lot of heat on me
after two Jewish Organizations, the
Anti-Defamation League (ADL)
and Southern Poverty Law Center
(SPLC) publicized my involvement
in and promotion of the Militia nationwide when my little local newspaper went national in full color.
Their attacks and cries of Racism
and Antisemitism were unfounded

Liberty Villages Concept
A Decade of Deceit! Time to fight back!
By Clayton R. Douglas

and untrue. I did start the militia in New
Mexico but I did it in Governor Gary Johnson’s office. The Chief of the New Mexico
State Police was a subscriber for ten years.
Ever elected official in the Santa Fe Roundhouse got a copy of my magazine each
month.
SPLC and the ADL never quit. When
my name and the Free American appeared
in an SPLC inspired FBI document sent
to all police departments, I called both the
governor and the Chief the next day and
told them I thought someone was trying
to arrange my death by cop. The document was recalled by the governor the next
day. Attacks on my advertisers, supporters
and guests continued. Some people who
appeared on my shows or wanted to help
were killed or imprisoned on false or in-

flated charges. Roger Christie was arrested
shortly after appearing on my show to
talk about his THC Ministries in Hawaii.
That was 3 years ago. He has not gone to
trial and is being held without bond by the
Feds.
I spent ten years in what I considered
an ideal location. Fate had put me ten miles
from the Trinity Site. My neighbor said he
slept through the first Atomic Blast across
the street on White Sands Missile Range.
My children learned to drive themselves
to school. They played football and had
a good childhood, growing up in a small
town where everyone knew them and they
were always safe.
We had a coke box out front, a library
of books, film, Miracle 2 Soap and a little
beef jerky. The garden was producing lettuce, corn and other produce. My sons went

to militia training on the NRA Range outside Raton, NM and out shot all the adult
militia men. Because of the magazine We
had a little traffic from readers and the guys
that worked on White Sands. I wanted to
build that traffic. At various times we had
folks drop in with their campers and RVs.
Some stayed and helped around the place
then caught the wind.
I decided a restaurant and a motel or RV
Partk would be an attraction and a money
maker. . Rumors were spreading that the
Trinity Site was about to be turned into a
national park. There was plenty of traffic
on US Hwy 380.
On a trip to Ruidoso, the ski resort 40
miles to the west, I found old fashioned
looking cabins made by Cavco at some
resorts. Just Outside Red River and Santa
Fe, I found Yurts and Teepees. I decided to
concentrate on a configuration of teepees
surrounding a yurt. I figured anyone driving down the highway and seeing a bunch
of brightly lit Teepees with a sign that said
Vacancy, Organic Food and Hemp Coffee
would get a steady stream of customers.

March 2004 Free American Cover
Around the first of 2004 we moved
to Phoenix to publish Arizona’s Thunder
Riders Magazine. My friend and employee Vincent took care of the house in New
Mexico, answering our phones and shipping all of our orders.
I put the Liberty Village Concept into
the centerfold of my last Free American
Magazine, March 2004,. the tenth anniversary of the birth of the Free American..: On
the air I had referred to 9-11 as an exaggerated case of Jewish Lightning!
In April New York Times broke the
story of Bush allowing the NSA to tap all
our phones. Verizon Rewarded for Records
Release With $10 Billion Government
Contract. May 20, 2004 they tapped mine

and arranged an accident that put me into a
hospital for 4 months, 3 of them in a drug
induced coma.. I woke up to find that I had
lost almost everything and the attacks continued after I got out of the hospital. The
notes and columns I wrote after getting out
and learning of the three quarters of a million dollar hospital bill, were written when
the attacks were continuing and became
one chapter of my latest book.
Excerpt from Mystery Babylon here.
The pressure from Communist propagandists continues until the present day.
The loss of my businesses, my property and
my family weighed heavily on my mind
while I tried to continue and re grow what
I had lost. Fortunately I became eligible for
Social Security and had a small income I
attempted restore the Free American and
intended to use that to develop my property in New Mexico. Unfortunately, I was
alone and damaged goods. No one I had
supported in the patriot movement came
forward to help.
A woman showed up offering to help.
The story is long and involved and not

very pretty. The short and sweet version is
I thought I had a partner. We refinanced in
her name. I sold the property in Bingham to
get the money to restart the Free American
and Liberty Villages. The day we closed
she kicked me off the property.. My property went from five acres and a home to a
37 foot fifth wheel.
To this day there are factors involved
that make it damn near impossible to analysis what happened and who was responsible for the string of bad luck I weathered.
The term love was tossed around. The wife
I was with for 24 years left me and went
to work with her father. She still tells me
I am the love of her life. Guess she is just
waiting for her father to die. He told her he
would disown her if she came back to me
after the accident.
Self doubt crept in. Was I just a bad
man, a poor husband and father, a danger
to our republic for reporting on the creep
of Communism or was I being a purposefully attacked and demonized by the same
people that attacked and demonized Sen.
Joe McCarthy? Were the people that at-

tacked or abandoned me foreign agents or
well meaning people just dumbed down by
our public fool system? The war on drugs
was a psychological warfare on the American people. The “hippies” were attacked
and demonized for using marijuana but we
started a peace movement that got us out
of an illegal and immoral war. Just the beginning of the wars we have been in ever
since.
For years I have tried to analyze what
was happening to us and prepare or counter
what I believe to be coming.. It has happened many times in history. What if the
Communists who invaded Russia and murdered 60 million white Christian Russians
had taken over many aspects and departments inside our government? Why were
these murderers in the Soviet Union given
atomic weapon and our citizens victimized
by a media produced “Cold War”? Who
won that War? The banksters who financed
and profited from all wars!
ALL WARS ARE BANKERS WARS.
Liberty Village began as a concept for
building a sustainable, self-supporting communities in rural areas of this country. It
was a good plan, with a specified number
of structures to be raised a specified number of miles from the nearest town. These
were good ideas that could have worked in
a different economy or with more time to
make it all happen.
   Well, the world changed in the blink of
an eye. Now, money for investing in experimental communities, building structures,
buying land has all dried up. Our country is
reeling from bank failures, home foreclosures, staggering unemployment and governmental ineptitude. The house of cards
collapsed, folks, there is no going back.
My companies and my property was lost
along with a million other Americans who
lost their homes.
In the subsequent contemplation Liberty Villages exist. There may not be a
physical location in a rural area, there may
not be a group of people living on some
land off the grid, but Liberty Village is still
here, in a different form.
    Liberty Village is not a place, not a collection of buildings located on a piece of
land somewhere. Liberty Village exists
everywhere and nowhere, it is a concept,
a new paradigm, a way of surviving the
global-level social and economic changes
we are currently experiencing.
    Liberty Village is an online community
with information, ideas, research and encouragement. We are reinventing our soci-

ety right now, and Liberty Village will be
with you, bringing ideas, plans and ways
to connect with others as we create a new
society on top of the ashes of the old one.
    If you own a house you can barely afford
to keep and you open that home up to share
it with someone who can help you with the
mortgage and bills, you are part of Liberty
Village. If you are contemplating replacing
your lawn with a vegetable garden, you are
part of Liberty Village. If you are installing a rain collection system, a solar panel
or anything else that will help you conserve
resources, you are living in Liberty Village.
If you are a small rancher or farmer struggling to maintain your way of life and you
allow others to live on your land in return
for their help, you have created Liberty Village.
    Liberty Village means being willing
to let go of what no longer works and find
new and creative ways to work with what
you already have. Liberty Village means
being willing to share your resources and
allow others to share with you. Liberty Village is understanding we are all connected
and that we all need each other to survive
the current shift.
    We learned a very important lesson,
starting with Hurricane Katrina and continuing to the present, where we are witnessing the train wreck of our economy. While
our government is scrambling around in a
panic trying to figure out what to do to save
bankers and large corporations from their
own bad management and greedy business
practices, the message being sent out loud
and clear is that we the people are on our
own.
    So – What do we do? Do we sit in the
wreckage crying over the “stuff” we have
lost or do we get busy and figure out how
to live with what we already have. “Stuff”
will not save us, the government will not
save us and the big corporations will not
save us.
We have to save ourselves and each
other. We have to create things that work,
like barter systems, home sharing, land
sharing and back yard farming.
We all have gifts, skills and resources
to share or trade. Let’s get busy.
Read about attacks on Farmers and the
medical value of whole milk and butter
Alternative Currencies
Building a New Economy!
NO GM FOODS OR TERMINATOR
SEEDS ALLOWED., RANGE FED CATTLE, ORGANIC CHICKEN   
Police raid and trash farmstead

Arlington, Texas government thugs
This is the Government response to the Liberty Village Concept of Self Sufficiency!
The war on independent farmers with the
backing of the Corporate Farm Company
Monsanto continues.
“No
Food
We
Don’t
Own!”
- See more at: http://www.therealfoodchannel.com/videos/farming-1/police-raid-andtrash-farmstead.html#sthash.KKpIFaPQ.
dpuf
“You will comply or we will destroy you”
Using a bogus claim of “marijuana growing”, thugs from the Arlington, Texas
police department under the direction of
the mayor’s office raided and trashed a
small farmstead destroying food crops
including 20 producing blackberry
bushes and a field of sunflowers and
carted away essential farm equipment.
Did they find any evidence of marihuana growing?
No they did not!
But they did find “code violations” and
while conducting the search and destroy
raid, police kept eight adults in handcuffs,
one reportedly for several hours.
This illustrates why we need an organization to protect the urban or country farmers. This is why we need to work together,
organize and prepare under the banner of
FREE AMERICANS and converting our
towns and communities into Liberty Villages! CRD
To see how they work and understand
who the real haters are! See this article that
went out to millions of Americans trying
to demonize me and thereby this concept
for Self Sufficiency. The Ninth Plank of the
Communist Party is “Corporate Farms”/
They do not want you to be able to feed
yourself or your families! CRD
http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2010/09/10/
anti-Semitic-activist-now-into-liberty-villages-hemp/

It's hard to get the average person to understand. They do their jobs, pay their bills
and raise their kids, never perceiving how
they are being slyly guided toward their
own destruction. Like slaves who think they
are free, they spend their lives in pursuit of
things that don't really matter, and harm
their own health voluntarily. And when you
try to tell them about the real problem, they
look at you funny, say "You're a hater!" or
"They're really public spirited citizens who
get involved in everything" or "I know a really nice one who helped me a lot". When
you try to tell them the real story about
what's going on in the world, and why everything is so screwed up, they think you're
crazy, and continue doing things that wreck
their own lives. It is no accident that most
of the people in the world are totally blind
to . . .The Jew menace

Killing the world,
right before our eyes
HAVE YOU EVER HEARD OF
MEDICIDE?
By John Kaminski
pseudoskylax@gmail.com
https://therebel.org/kaminski

It simply is no longer enough to point
out the crimes against humanity by the corrupt U.S. government without specifying
those behind the scenes pulling the strings
on all these atrocities.
Without attaching the word "Jew" to
every crime and every lie the U.S. government tells its own people, most writers
are actually doing the work of the Jews
by covering up the Jew roots of all these
destructive acts undermining the freedom
and health of everyone in the world, simply
by not mentioning the word "Jew" in their
stories.
Investigative reports about politics or
medicine or practically any other subject
that don't mention the word "Jew" are essentially meaningless, because they don't
address the root cause of the problems, and
subsequently do nothing to solve the problem being written about. In fact, these stories are worse than meaningless. They are
deliberately deceitful, because they conceal the evil force that has created all these
problems in the first place, destabilizing
every country in the world for the purposes
of profit and control, as well as enjoying
perverse pleasure from the pain they inflict
on others.
The U.S. government is now an en-

tirely Jew operation. The more intelligent
observers among us know that it has been
throughout the 20th century. From Homeland Security to the American Federation
of Teachers, from both major political parties to the cabal of kosher killers on Wall
Street, they are all run by Jews.
The future of America is now certain. If
you are not a Jew, or deemed suitable to be
a slave of the Jews, you simply will not be
allowed to survive.
Presidents and senators have long
been surrounded by Jew operatives directing their paid patsies to produce profits for
the paymasters and pain for the populace.
In fact, more than pain. What we are seeing now is a mass murder plot the likes of
which the world has never seen, a multifront extermination program that has the
enthusiastic approval of the U.S. government.
And not only is it succeeding, the vast
majority of its victims are applauding it,
and clamoring for more, while staunchly
defending the psycho actors who are busy
killing them.
While mainstream news items such as the
war on Syria are totally twisting the facts to
make it seem that Syria's leader is gassing
his own people, numerous other eminently
more credible reports reports have proven
that the Jew-driven U.S. is paying the opposition and providing the poison weapons
for the rebels to use, then blaming these gas
attacks on the Syrian government and the
very people they are being used against.
It's the same formula Jews in Israel use
to explain why they have to kill Palestinian children, who are the victims and not
the terrorists the Jewish mainstream media
labels them. Now we see the same thing
happening in America, where defenders
of the Constitution opposing government
lies used to kill innocent people are termed
criminals, instead of the principled patriots
they actually are.
This is the typical media fluff formula
that has sabotaged the whole world. Combined with the steady dumbing down of
our educations, the kosher perps get away
with crimes that — because they control
the courts and the cops and the legal profession — they falsely insist are legal, and
laugh at our stupidity for blindly accepting
these cynical betrayals.
Obama's executive order that he could
kill anyone he wants to is the most egregious of these, a brazen, serial killer move
that barely elicited a peep of protest from
the dimwitted Americans more interested

in tractor pulls and Wet T-shirt Contests.
This is also the way that all the U.S.
wars have started. Despite the overwhelming opposition of the American populace,
which has never wanted any of them, the
wars were staged, millions of people died,
and nothing really changed as new wars
continue to be manufactured.
This perversion of publicity and justice
is sponsored by Israel and the Jew murderers who run the war machine, who include
the Queen of England and the slimy series
of thoughtless perverts in the U.S. White
House. It has already been noted that
Prince William, Kate and Little George, the
future monarchs of England, all have have
Jew blood in them. Except for the two who
were assassinated, every American president since Theodore Roosevelt, except for
Kennedy, has been controlled by Jews.
But the twisting of the world's political
news and cramming it into everybody's TV
-addled brains is NOT the most dangerous
part of what can only be called the kosher
destruction of humanity for profitable purposes.
Nor is the presumptive emptying of
the bank accounts of everyone in the world
by supremely insane Ponzi schemes such
as counting derivative investments as assets and running up multi trillion dollar
deficits, assuring a majority of the world's
population will starve to death in the very
near future . . . if the myriad other tentacles
of this monstrous assault on humanity don't
kill them first.
Nor is the flooding of the world with
debilitating radiation that guarantees 90
percent of the world's babies birthed in its
path (which is the entire planet) will be
born defective if not dead, and that the living will see their lives drastically shortened
by thyroid and other cancers.
Nor is the monopolization of the
world's food supply by a Jew slave trading and weapons making company named
Monsanto guaranteeing the debilitation and
death of all who consume their poisoned
products, and also rendering the land itself
incapable of growing healthful vegetation.
Nor is the fouling of the skies with lifechoking aluminum that radically interrupts
the nurturing rays of the Sun from fueling
the photosynthetic processes on which the
birds and the bees and every other living
thing depend upon to get the nutrients they
need to sustain their survival.
Nor is the introduction of homosexuality to preschoolers, who have no concept
of such matters until years later. This pre-

mature ejaculation of perverted prurience
into the minds of impressionable toddlers
not only feeds the rape machine that is the
hidden hobby at the highest levels of rich
and powerful world politics, but it forever
ruins the chances of all these children to
raise healthy families, as marital relationships based on unnatural sex are known
to not last, but devolve into infidelity and
violence that casts its self-destructive shadow onto subsequent generations in tragic
cycles of abuse and betrayal, thereby decaying the family structures that hold free
societies together.
Nor is the fact that control of the all
the world's information has fallen into the
hands of the Jew Ray Kurzweil, new intelligence chief at Google, who believes that
in a very short period of time, every living
person will receive their information from
a central source, and that source will of
course be Jewish, which essentially is already the case. Kurzweil also believes that
human consciousness will soon be downloaded into indestructible technological
bodies that will live forever, and of course,
these creations will be totally Jewish.
But no! None of these reasons are main
obstacle to your continued survival.
The real problem is your own doctor
The real reason — and cause of your
imminent and impending death, already
working its way through your own clogged
blood vessels and deteriorating cells — is
your own doctor, who has signed on in
spades to the Jewish murder plan by uncritically accepting what he has been taught in
medical school, which has been radically
revised to suppress and outlaw the most effective formulas for healthy living. Instead
the vast majority of mainstream doctors divert their objectives to selfish pursuits, not
to mention mass murder by injection.
Every doctor gets a bonus from the
pharmaceutical companies for every pill he
or she pushes. Wonder no longer why the
American Medical Association, a Jew operation from its earliest tawdry beginnings,
wants to ban all vitamins, supplements and
practical non-pharmaceutical remedies to
maintain your own health.
Or why they have nothing to say about
GMOs or glyphosate, the poison in Monsanto's Roundup herbicide which has totally toxified America's food supply.
It's because they want to kill you, after first taking as much of your money as
they can, and getting fabulously wealthy in
the process, which is a philosophy about as
Jewish as you can get.

Just think about what doctors are doing
to us. They don't try to cure us; they merely
replace one disease with another, which
does not eliminate illness, but only replaces one malady with another for which they
can charge an arm and a leg as they rot your
brains and poison your body. This philosophy comes right out of the Talmud.
Think of the deliberately false cures
they've profited from over time — mercury
fillings guaranteed to trigger diseases; approval of fluoride in water supplies which
dulls our brains into semi-consciousness;
radiation and chemotherapy for cancer
treatments that kill us slowly while the
medical professionals drain our wallets and
bankrupt the middle class; causes of cancer in Salk's famous polio vaccine which
weren't discovered until decades later; their
deliberate inventions of AIDS, Alzheimer's, Asperger's and autism; and most recently the demon drug known as Gardasil,
now recommended for all children despite
its stupendous track record of killing young
girls or sterilizing them for life.
And now they're even suggesting boys
should take Gardasil, which makes no sense
at all, but the majority of sheeple are too
comatose to notice. Yet another nominee
for medical scam of the century. <http://
www.gardasil.com>
This is prima facie evidence of the
dumbing down of the American population
to permit this obvious sham medicine to
be inserted into millions of American girls
and boys, only to see fertility destroyed and
illnesses savage a very large percentage of
them — even as the inventor of Gardasil has admitted it doesn't work, and only
makes children sick.
Don't even get me started on other vaccines, which most people accept without
thinking, and do serious long term damage
to themselves.
The cholesterol hoax
Because I'm an old geezer with heart
issues, my own personal pet atrocity which
mainstream doctors across the board push
before anything else these days is the use
of statins, which depletes the body's cholesterol. The one substance the body needs
to fight off disease and remain healthy has
been targeted by doctors and Big Pharma
to INCREASE the incidents of distress
and disease, which means more money for
them. They tell you that you need to keep
your "bad" cholesterol as low as possible,
when in fact low cholesterol makes you
more susceptible to a whole raft of diseases
and debilities.

This is the top priority of the medical
profession — to reduce your body's defenses and make you sicker more seriously and
more often. It goes without saying that that
the medical profession, hospitals and the
American Medical Association have long
been dominated by Jews.
Dr. Natasha Campbell-McBride, a
frequent contributor to Dr. Mercola's website and author of "Put Your Heart in Your
Mouth," calls the myth that what you eat
affects your heart "the greatest scientific
deception of this century" (although there
is a lot of competition for this dishonor, because that's really all the allopathic medical community ever creates — scientific
deceptions to keep you dependent on their
malevolent ministrations).
Now the push is on to get everybody
over 50 years of age taking statins to lower
their cholesterol, as the Jewish media repeat
the lies created by the selective skewing of
falsified test data and AMA propaganda.
<http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2145558/Why-EVERYONE-50-needstaking-statins-Cholesterol-busting-pillscut-risk-heart-attack-stroke.html>
The fact is, as Dr. Campbell-McBride
explains it, is that, especially in older people, lowered cholesterol levels INCREASE
the risk of heart attack and stroke, rather
than reduce them. "The idea that saturated fats cause heart disease is completely
wrong, but the statement has been 'published' so many times that it is very difficult to convince people otherwise . . .", she
writes. "Readers should be aware of the unscientific nature of claims used to support
it and see it as little more than a pernicious
bum steer . . ."
Dozens of authoritative quotes from
established medical experts follow Campbell-McBride's own conclusion that the diet-heart hypothesis and this insane rush to
lower everyone's cholesterol is nothing by
an urban myth eagerly utilized by doctors
focused on their own profitability.
From Dr. Edward Pinckney, author
of "The Cholesterol Myths" (2000): "If you
have come to believe that you can ward
off death from heart disease by altering
the amount of cholesterol in your blood,
whether by diet or by drugs, you are following a regime that still has no basis in
fact. Rather, you as a consumer have been
taken in by certain commercial interests
and health groups who are more interested
in your money than your life."
Among Campbell-McBride's many
conclusion that statins are a widespread

conspiracy aimed at fleecing the public and
ruining their health. "In fact," she writes,
"the majority of studies show that men, just
like women, die more from heart disease if
they have low cholesterol levels. And yet
doctors are busy prescribing cholesterollowering medication to millions of men
around the world."
And . . . "In Russia, low cholesterol
has been shown to be associated with an
increased risk of heart disease."
About the use of labels
This particular essay does not attempt to
address the question of whether the portion
of this anti-human, anti-life agenda practiced by the vast majority of mainstream
physicians applies to all Jews, almost all
Jews, some Jews, or merely a few Jews.
I only know that in my experience all the
Jews I've seen write or heard speak have
never challenged the murderous Talmudic
teachings of Judaism.
However, I would defend specific use of
the word "Jew" to describe all these nasty
practices as correct, as attempts by others
to use the adjectives "Zionist" or "Communist" or "anarchist" or "neocon" are simply
ruses used by Jews to distance themselves
from the crimes of their non-spiritual brethren through the use of deceptive synonyms,
thereby avoiding their own personal responsibility for this macabre spectrum of
colossal crimes against humanity.
After all, the same semantic argument
could (and should) be used against Americans, or Russians, or Chinese, or any nationality responsible for deceptive or criminal behavior. I therefore leave it up to the
reader to decide if my characterizations are
accurate, and if you want to call them Talmudists, or Illuminists, Shabbeatean Frankists, or subversive Marrano maniacs, that is
entirely your choice. I only know that I am
not interested in using synonyms that serve
as camouflage for diabolical practices that
in my opinion are best categorized as falling under the rubric of the well-known
term "Jew".
Writers who employ term "Zionist"
when they are actually referring to insane
Talmudic Jews are actually helping Jew
criminals maintain their cover, and avoid
responsibility for all the anti-social, hateful behavior mentioned above. If you think
I'm wrong about this, be sure and let me
know where I could find such a Jew, who
could candidly speak about Israeli brutality
and its avoidance of worldwide law codes
accepted by everyone else, who could admit to the tragic hoax of the Holocaust and

continuing torture of the innocent Germans, who could candidly explain the immoral code evident in the Kol Nidre oath
that has compelled them to deceive everyone in the world and ravage country after
country with their conscienceless fast buck
operations with absolutely no regard for the
rights and needs of others.
Sad to say I don't think anyone could
find a single Jew who could admit to all
these travesties, but hopeful soul that I am,
I still cling to the hope that possibly one
or two could be turned up with a diligent
worldwide search.
I repeat, it simply is no longer enough
to point out the crimes against humanity
by the U.S. government without specifying
who behind the scenes is pulling the strings
on all these atrocities.
Writers who fail to explain this distinction are actually making it easier for the
Jews to destabilize and destroy societies
like the U.S. by demoralizing their citizens,
who then focus their wrath on the well-publicized puppets of the Jews like presidents,
prime ministers and other potentates, who
are only following the totalitarian orders of
their Hebrew puppet masters cleverly hiding behind their paid-off bankers and politicians.
And now the next generation is being lured into these false analyses as generations before them have been deceived,
leading to the endless string of World Wars
that have several deformed humanity and
made quadrillions of dollars in evil profits
for the Jew menace.
All because people are afraid to use the
word Jew in their descriptions of all these
crimes that are being committed.
Today, a college degree signifies a
dupe who has been properly trained in the
dark art of mastering a nonessential task in
order to divert their attention from the No.
1 problem of the world, and the one which
threatens their lives and their families most
profoundly, the Jew destabilization of reality.
What they've done to the schools and education, gradually reducing the curriculum
to subjects only fit for beasts of burden, is
perhaps the greatest tragedy the world have
ever seen, robotizing the population.
Therefore, my heartfelt recommendation is to never trust a story that does not
include the word Jew in the explanation of
the crime against humanity being discussed,
for that is the essence of the Judaic philosophy, to commit crimes for profit against not
only against humanity, but against all life.

Those who continue to write stories
without mentioning the Jewish roots of
all these problems might as well put their
heads between their knees and kiss their
butts goodbye, because they are only helping the evil force that has intimidated them
into not using their real name, which renders these cowardly writers incapable of
identifying the true criminals of the world
with absolute certainty.
You can oppose the Jews, or trying to
make a deal with them, but the only issue
up for debate will be the method of your
death, prematurely. And this is where the
world is now, because of your personal
failure to use the word Jew when describing what has gone wrong with our rapidly
deteriorating world.
References:
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How Many Zionist Jews
Does it Take to Pull off a
False Flag?
Like the 9/11 False Flag, which has
so may Zionist Jews and turn-coat Israeli
American Jews at the center and on the
edges that you might think you’ve stumbled into a Bar Mitzvah!
Zionist Jews in all the Right Positions!
It should be noted that Jews were extremely over-represented in the Bush Administration. An ethnic minority group
which comprises just 2% of the American
population had 42 of its people in top positions in Bush’s cabinet. This extreme overrepresentation of Zionist Jews illustrates
the extent of their control of the American
government at the time of 9/11. Absent
involvement by many of the key Zionist
personalities detailed here, 9/11 could not
have happened.
Rabbi Dov Zakheim – Co-author of the
PNAC paper on rebuilding America’s defenses advocating the necessity of a Pearl
Harbor-like incident to mobilize America.
Served as Pentagon comptroller from May
4, 2001 to March 10, 2004. Two large sums
of money disappeared from the Pentagon
on his watch. In the beginning $2.3 trillion
was reported missing by Donald Rumsfeld
(September 10, 2001) and later Zakheim
was unable to account for another trillion. Zakheim also had flights of American
F-15s and F-16s sold as surplus to Israel at
a fraction of their value.
Michael Chertoff – Assistant attorney general for the criminal division of the Justice
Department; later, Director of Homeland
Security. His wife, Meryll Chertoff, was a
regional director of the ADL. His mother
was a flight attendant for El Al and thus had
involvement with Mossad. His father and
uncle are Rabbis.
Richard Perle – Chairman of Pentagon’s
Defense Policy Board. He was expelled
from Sen. Henry Jackson’s office in the
1970s after the NSA caught him passing
highly classified documents to Israel.
Paul Wolfowitz – Was Deputy Defense
Secretary and a member of the Defense
Policy Board in the Pentagon.
Douglas Feith - Headed reconstruction in

Iraq. Effectively in command, with Wolfowitz, of the War Department on 9-11;
Undersecretary of War for Policy. Fired
from National Security Council in 1976 on
suspicion of passing classified documents
to Israel. “Dual Citizen” of US-Israel.
Douglas Feith created the “Office of Special Plans” shortly after 9/11 which was
where all of the fake intelligence accusing
Iraq of developing WMD’s and having ties
to Al Qaida came from.

That’s right, more Zionist Jews. Damn, this
is getting repetitive.
Control of World Trade Center Complex

Eliot Abrams - Key National Security
Council Advisor. Associated with criminal Zionist / Pro-Israel think-tanks: AEI,
PNAC, CSP, and JINSA. Closely associated with other criminal Jews Perle, Feith,
Wolfowtiz, and Bill Kristol. Convicted of
lying to congress in the Iran/Contra Affair
but was later given a pardon by Bush.

Four key Zionist Network assets

Marc Grossman - Under Secretary for Political Affairs on 9-11; met with General
Mahmoud Ahmad, head of Pakistan’s ISI
and 9-11 financier, on or shortly after 9-11;
“dual citizen” of US and Israel
Ari Fleischer — White House spokesman
for Bush on 9-11; Harlined Iraq WMD lies
to the press; “dual citizen” of US and Israel; connected to the extremist group called
the Chabad Lubavitch Hasidics
And who helped remove the WTC crime
scene evidence before any investigation of
the evidence could take place?
I know this might be hard to believe, but it
was another Jew, Alan Ratner:
Crime Scene Evidence Quickly Removed
and Destroyed
Alan D. Ratner’s Metals Management and
the SIMS group was made responsible for
quickly scooping up the WTC steel/debris
and shipping it off to Asian smelters. Alan
Ratner is Jewish. Ratner merged with the
SIMS group and the Hugo Neu corporation
and they made a handsome profit. Ratner
sold over 50,000 tons of crime scene evidence steel to a Chinese company at $120
per ton. Ratner had obtained it for $70 per
ton. He not only destroyed evidence from
one of the biggest crime scenes in history,
he made a vast profit doing so.
Who controlled the WTC and allowed all
the suspicious activities in WTC 1 & 2 to
take place in the weeks before 9/11?

The first step in preparations for the 9/11
attacks was to secure control of the World
Trade Centre Complex itself. This was crucial because without complete control, the
setting of explosive charges to bring down
the towers would be next to impossible
without serious risk of discovery.

Larry Silverstein - Silverstein is a Jewish
American businessman from New York.
Larry obtained a 99 year lease on the entire world trade center complex on 24 July,
2001. [3] The towers were in fact close to
worthless, being filled with asbestos, [4] yet
Silverstein “felt a compelling urge to own
them”. Silverstein had breakfast in “Windows on the World” restaurant (located in
North Tower 107th Floor) every morning.
[5] but was absent from this routine meeting on the morning of September the 11th.
Silverstein’s two children, who also worked
in the WTC, decided to take that day off as
well. Larry Silverstein was paid a little over
$4.5 Billion in insurance money as a result
of the destruction of the WTC complex.
[6] Silverstein was on personal friendship
terms with Zionist media-magnate Rupert
Murdoch, former Israeli president & infamous Zionist war criminal Ariel Sharon, as
well as Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu.
Silverstein was such good friends with Netanyahu that, according to the Israeli newspaper Haaretz he would speak with him on
the phone every Sunday. [7]
Frank Lowy [8]- Lowy, a Czechoslovakia born Jew, was the owner of Westfield
America, one of the biggest shopping mall
conglomerates in the world. Lowy leased
the shopping concourse area called the
Mall at the World Trade Center, made up of
approximately 427,000 square feet of retail
floor space.
Frank Lowy has an interesting history. He
was a member of the Golani Brigade, and
fought in the Israeli war of independence.
Before this he was a member of Hagganah,
a Jewish terrorist organization. He spends
three months of the year at his home in
Israel and has been described by the Sydney Morning Herald as “a self-made man
with a strong interest in the Holocaust and
Israeli politics.” He funded and launched

the Israeli Institute for National Strategy
and Policy, which will “operate within the
framework of Tel Aviv University” in Israel. He is also close friends with many top
Israeli officials such as Ehud Olmert, Ariel
Sharon, Bibi Netanyahu, and Ehud Barak.
He was implicated in an Israeli Bank Scandal with Olmert. [9] Frank Lowy was not at
the WTC on 9/11.
Lewis Eisenberg - Eisenberg was the head
of the Port Authority of New York and authorized the lease transfer to Silverstein
and Lowy. [10] Eisenberg was a large contributor to the Bush-Cheney presidential
campaign, as well as a partner in the Jewish bank Goldman-Sachs. Eisenberg has
been both a member of the Planning Board
of the United Jewish Appeal/United Jewish
Federation pro-Israeli government pressure
group in the U.S. [11]
Ronald Lauder - Billionaire Estée Lauder
Cosmetics magnate. He was the chairman
of NY Governor George Pataki’s commission on privatization. He is the key individual who lobbied for the privatization of the
WTC [12] -- but he was also instrumental
in the successful privatisation of the former
Stewart Air Force Base. Oddly, the flight
paths of flight 175 and flight 11 converged
directly over this airport.
Who was in charge of the WTC security
that allowed all those thermite charges to
be brought into the ‘Twins,’ and strategically placed before 9/11?
You only get one guess..............Bingo,
that’s right, more Zionist Jews.
WTC Security In Zionist Hands
The second crucial aspect of control was
that of security for the WTC complex. This
was was required to provide unquestioned
access to strategic areas of the buildings for
the purposes of rigging explosives in the
period prior to the attacks.
The contract to run security at the WTC
was awarded to Kroll Associates after the
1993 WTC bombing. Kroll is otherwise
known as “Wallstreet’s CIA”. The contract
was awarded by The Port Authority of New
York and $2.5 million was paid to them to
revamp security at the complex. The owners of Kroll were two Zionist Jews named
Jules & Jeremy Kroll.
The managing director of Kroll at the time
was Jerome M. Hauer.

Hauer was also the person chosen to run
Mayor Rudy Guiliani’s office of emergency management (OEM) from 1996 to
2000. He is the key individual that pushed
for this office to be placed in Silverstein’s
WTC Building 7 (ie the third tall building
to collapse on 9/11).

DETROIT FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY DESPITE MILLIONS IN
HIDDEN INVESTMENT FUNDS
Wed, 14 Aug 2013 11:44:00 PDT

Jerome Hauer is also Jewish and a staunch
Zionist. Hauer’s mother, Rose Muscatine
Hauer, is the retired Dean of the Beth Israel
School of Nursing and the Honorary President of the New York Chapter of Hadassah, the Daughters of Zion movement that
is one of the central Zionist organizations
involved in the creation and support of the
State of Israel.
Who was in charge of airport ‘security’
on 9/11 that allowed all those Israeli Jews
posing as Muslim hi-jackers to board the
doomed jets?

Local, state and federal governments
in the U.S. are in a serious financial crisis.
Since 2010, thirty-six US governments
have filed for bankruptcy. (See below for
references.) Twenty-one states are not financially sound. Sixty-one of the largest
US cities are poised to file for bankruptcy.
Chicago owes $19B in pension payments
they say they don’t have. Los Angeles is
more than $30B in the hole. And it’s much
the same in every major city — Philadelphia, Boston, Cincinnati, St. Paul, Jacksonville, New York, Baltimore…and more.
Detroit is the largest American city to ever
file for bankruptcy, and yet it’s just the next
drop of rain in the gathering storm…
But what if I were to tell you it didn’t
have to be this way, and that instead of filing
for bankruptcy, these governments could all
wipe out their debt, pay their bills, continue
to employ their workers, and eventually
minimize and eliminate the need for taxes?
People are saying that Detroit doesn’t have
the $3.5 billion to pay its former government employees — teachers, firefighters,
police and more — BUT IT DOES!!!!
How is that possible? It’s a little known
fact that governments are not just using
your taxes to pay for government services,
they are also investing your taxes in businesses all around the world, and making
millions of dollars. Like big banks, they
use your hard-earned money and invest it
elsewhere to accrue interest over the years.
Although the evidence for these funds is
posted on the Internet annually, the mainstream media has colluded for forty some
years to keep this quiet.
All municipalities, including Detroit,
have two sets of accounting books — one
is the public operating budget that you and
I hear about, and the other is this investment fund. The key to paying workers and
supporting our communities is in the second set of private books…there are literally
trillions of dollars available in these government investment funds that were set up
for “rainy days” and could be used to balance government budgets, and even have a
surplus.
These reports can be discovered in what
are called CAFR’s — Comprehensive An-

If you said Zionist Jews, you win the
Kewpie doll!
Airport Security In Israeli Hands
The third crucial aspect of control to be established was that of security at all of the
airports from which the hijacking flights
would originate. Passenger screening needed to be handled by controlled operatives
so as to allow certain people and items (i.e.
weapons) onto the planes.
The company that ran airport security at all
three airports where the alleged hijackings
originated was Huntsleigh USA a wholly
owned subsidiary of ICTS International
and owned by Ezra Harel and Menachem
Atzmon - both Israeli Jews.
The company was run by “experts” in the
security and intelligence field - Israeli intelligence that is. Most employees were
ex- Shin Bet agents. It is not credible that
this company, which ran security at both
Boston Logan and Newark airports, was
so slipshod as to allow 19 Arabs to board
4 different planes with box-cutters, mace,
and even a gun.
I’m running out of space, but not traitorous Zionist Jews who stuck a knife in our
backs on 9/11. To see an even larger, welldocumented list of these ‘Bagel Bastards,’
go to “9/11: Israel did it.”
The Criminal State of Israel and Its Role in
Terrorism

by Foster Gamble

nual Financial Reports — that reveal the
existence of trillions of hidden dollars
across the United States. You can learn
more about CAFR’s in my previous blog.

CAFR’s reveal that not only is there money
available, but there is big money available
in nearly every major city. For example,
the small city of Stockton, California had
at least $208 million in liquid investments
when it filed for bankruptcy and in 2012
the “failing” state of California had $755
billion in its “rainy day” CAFR fund.
CAFR’s also reveal an accounting trick that
governments and banks use to hide money
from taxpayers: they confuse the labeling
of “assets” and “liabilities”. This allows
them to hide money they do have and imply that they don’t have enough. As Clint
Richardson says:
“The fact is that 99% of the entire structure
of municipalities across the nation could be
out of debt tomorrow and still have money
and investments to spare (be in the black)
if it weren’t for the fact that governments
enjoy, promote, and profit from the interest
(usury) created by debt.”
Here’s an example of this type of deceptive accounting from Detroit: on page 41
of Detroit’s CAFR it lays out the scam in
its “Statement of Net Assets”. The gist is
that the City declares over $10.6 billion
in “liabilities”, which it then “balances”
against about $10.3 billion in “assets”. The
trick used has to do with timeframe for the
accounting. The government counts in the
present all the money they will owe on contracts and pensions, so instead of amortizing the liability over the many years that
they have to pay it, they instead count it all
as due right now. Not only does this mean
the government does not get to include any
offsetting revenue that could be used to defray those costs, like fees and taxes collected in that timeframe, it also forces a negative balance by lumping all liabilities as
due in the present when this is simply not
the case. It would be like you adding the
total cost of your mortgage in your yearly
expense column.
In Detroit, this results in a “balance” that
gets shown to the people as a negative $300
million dollars. But $9.1 billion of that is
not due until sometime in the future — at
the rate of about $300–400 million per

year. So the $10.3 billion in assets that are
real right now for Detroit could be used to
rectify the situation and take care of human
beings rather than be squirreled away for
the politicians and bankers.
As Richardson puts it:
“…government is forcing itself to pay
future liabilities today — which just happens to have the good-for-government and
bad-for-the-people side effect of creating
the unnecessary illusion that bankruptcy
is needed. And so government is now the
largest defaulting entity in history. And
the people blindly support what they don’t
understand, allowing that fraudulent government machine to place the responsibility for its actions upon the backs of those
people in the form of sheer usurious debt,
while laughing all the way to the bank.”
………
“Government is not in the business of helping people. It is a financial mega-corporation with branches in every square mile of
the United States with investments in the
entire world economy.”
There is no evidence that this will stop until
we stop them. There’s talk of Obama now
bailing out Detroit…with more of your tax
money! And then what happens with the
other cities? If Washington bails out the
cities, who is going to bail out Washington? Can you hear the rattling of more debt
chains coming — for you and your children’s children?
People talk about government “incompetence” in this type of situation, and “fiscal
irresponsibility.” This is not ignorance or
incompetence. This is blatant fraud.
So what can we do? Walter Burien has been
working on exposing the CAFR scam for
the last 20 years, and has worked out a brilliant solution with the following steps:
Publicize the truth of the money available.
Put the money to work for the people who
funded it — that’s you!
Use the millions and billions in the government’s true asset funds as an endowment
for the community.
Replace taxation with this investment fund
as the source from which to meet community needs.
Burien calls this approach the “TRF” —
Tax Retirement Funds — because that is
just what they do: phase out and terminate

the need for taxes.
Does all of this sound impossible? For a
glimpse at a similar scam — a tip of the
iceberg, check out the California state parks
department getting caught just last year
with $54 million squirreled away while
claiming they needed to close parks.
Please help spread the word, demand truth
from your representatives and press your
local papers or radio and TV channels to
cover this.
You can access state CAFR reports here.
We also encourage you to sign up in our
Solutions Hub — simply click on “Find a
Group” to search for others in your area
who may be interested in working with
you on CAFRs. If there aren’t any people
listed in your area, consider registering a
new group and make sure to list “CAFR”
as your group focus. We will be updating
the Solutions Hub to be more effective in
the coming year — for now it can be a useful resource to connect with others.
Let’s take this tragedy and use it to inform
how to take our power back!
Sources
Detroit: The Latest Bankruptcy Lie by
Clint Richardson
Warning to all Police, Firefighters, Schoolteachers: Most Government Pensions to
be Confiscated Within a Decade by Mike
Adams
Walter Burien’s Website
Walter Burien explains the CAFR
Taxpayers Strike it Rich? by Foster Gamble

How Genetically Engineered
Foods Will Be Eradicated
By Dr. Mercola

We’re in really exciting times with regards to shifting the tide against genetically engineered (GE) foods and genetically
modified organisms (GMOs).
As you know, I was a big supporter of
the California GMO labeling campaign,
and while we lost the vote by an incredibly
narrow margin last November, Proposition 37 catalyzed an enormous amount of
awareness across the US.
More people are now aware of GMO’s
than we could possibly have ever reached
through educational efforts alone, investing
the same amount of money that we invested
in Prop. 37. It really marked the beginning
of the end for GM foods in the US.
Jeffrey Smith, who is one of the leaders
in educating people about the concerns and
dangers of GMOs, has been at it for about
17 years. He believes we are now at the
most critical stage in the history of GMO
activism in the United States.
“We’ve now hit new stages of what I
call the tipping point of consumer rejection,” he says. “And it follows very logically from Prop 37. Let me explain what I
mean by a tipping point, and then I’ll explain exactly where we are in that process.
In January 1999, the biotech industry boldly
predicted that within five years 95 percent
of all commercial seeds in the world would
be genetically modified and patented.
They did not anticipate the gag order of a
scientist being lifted three weeks later in
Europe. A firestorm of media reported on
his results of a GMO-feeding study. Over
700 articles were written within a single
month in the UK.
In 10 weeks, the tipping point of consumer rejection was achieved in Europe
– heralded not by the European Commission banning GMOs, but by Unilever banning GMOs, then Nestlé, and then virtually
everyone in Europe because they realized
that using GM ingredients had become a
marketing liability. This is what we call a
tipping point.”
US Now Reaching the Tipping Point
In the US, we saw a tipping point
against Monsanto’s genetically engineered
bovine growth hormone (rBGH) when it
got kicked out of Walmart, Starbucks, Yoplait, and Dannon.

This was not due to any action taken by
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA),
but occurred when mothers across the nation became aware of the cancer risks associated with milk from cows treated with
bovine growth hormone.
Now, the tipping point of consumer rejection of genetically engineered foods in
the US is almost here.
A clear sign of this occurred last year,
when the president of Whole Foods confessed that when a product becomes verified as Non-GMO or GMO-free, sales leap
by 15-30 percent. Of all the categories of
health and wellness claims, such as “gluten-free,” etc, “GMO-free” products have
the most rapid growth in sales.
“This shows an enormous desire and
demand for non-GMO products,” Smith
says. “There are now 10,000 products in
our NonGMOShoppingGuide.com database that are verified as non-GMO, and
that’s expanding every day.”
“It’s actually happening in a big way.
The next stage of the tipping point was heralded by a New York Times article1 on the
27th of May. If you were to read it from the
perspective of a food product manager, you
would realize the absolute need to make a
decision.
I call it the stage of “awake and scramble,” where they wake to the fact that the
GMO movement is in place. It’s not going
away. And if they want to participate, they
got to scramble for non-GMO ingredients
now because they may not be able to get it
later.”
Signs of the Times
The article touched on a number of vital
signs of progress in the movement against
genetically engineered foods, including:
The March Against Monsanto in 52
countries by more than two million people
Labeling laws proposed in more than two
dozen states, which subsequently passed in
Connecticut and Maine. Washington State
will probably pass a GMO labeling bill as
well this fall
Hundreds of companies have enrolled in
the Non-GMO Project, and some nonGMO companies fret they may lose their
sources of non-GMO ingredients to the
new-comers
Farmers now receive more non-GMO
premiums
Some companies are already going
overseas to get non-GMO ingredients
Besides that, Target has announced that its
own brand will be non-GMO in 2014. Ben

& Jerry’s will be non-GMO by the end of
this year, and while Chipotle’s restaurants
are working toward a non-GMO menu,
they voluntarily started labeling in the
meantime. There’s also been more news
coverage on the dangers of GMOs. According to Smith:
“The next stage of the tipping point is
coming up very soon. It is called the battle
for market share.”
The Battle for Market Share—Ready,
Set...
The battle for market share begins the
moment a mainstream food company that
is not just sold in Whole Foods or a natural
food chain puts a “Non-GMO Project Verified” sticker on its package and places it on
the shelf next to a popular GMO-containing
counterpart.
“This could happen at any time. It’s expected as early as August. Once it happens,
the stopwatch starts ticking,” Smith says.
“If we can move the sales in the direction
of the Non-GMO Project Verified product
and the other one starts reducing market
share, it becomes the sell signal for the
entire industry. If there’s a delay, if there’s
no change in there, then the tipping point
may stall and companies may use that as
an excuse to say, “Well, maybe this will go
away or be firewalled into the natural food
space.”
The Institute for Responsible Technology began a massive campaign this summer
to drive the non-health conscious shopper
– the Walmart and Safeway shopper – into
the non-GMO product category by focusing on the following four categories:
Mothers. Moms may sometimes not
switch their own diet for themselves but
they’re dedicated when it comes to protecting their children, and there’s ample evidence showing that children are most at-risk
from GE foods. An impressive 1.7 million
people watched Jeffrey Smith’s film “Genetic Roulette” during free-showing weeks
in 2012, and many of them were parents,
who immediately acted on the information
and saw the results for themselves. Says
Smith:
“I was speaking at MIT recently and
someone from the audience said, “We saw
the film. Before that, my six-and-a-halfyear old was violent and out of control.
They wanted to take him out of school and
actually label him retarded. After changing
his diet, a month later, I had a new child.
All of those problems went away.” We’re
getting that information out to the moms.”
The sick, and their doctors. Mounting

research has linked GE foods to a number
of diseases and disorders. Studies are also
implicating two of the main toxins related
to GE foods, Roundup and Bt toxin, to all
sorts of diseases.
“I go around the country and ask audiences, “How many of you have significantly
removed GMOs from your diet? And then
I say, “Okay, tell us all what improvements
you’ve noticed.” We hear: allergies; headaches; fatigue; gastrointestinal disorders;
kidney- and liver problems; diabetes; high
blood pressure; skin problems; aggression;
depression; infertility.
Someone said, “My client couldn’t get
pregnant for five years, switched to a nonGMO diet, and was pregnant three weeks
later. Another woman said, “My four-yearold started talking.” We hear from parents
of autistic kids –even from an autistic
person directly – who told me when they
switched to a non-GMO diet, the symptoms alleviated. An autistic man in his 60’s
came up to me and said, “I would never be
able to come to this meeting with you had I
not changed my diet, because these symptoms were preventing me from this type
of social interaction... A lot of people also
lose weight when they get rid of GMOs.
It’s another main feature that we have to
highlight, which we haven’t done a good
job at.”
Religious groups. The Institute is also
talking to people of various religious faiths,
whose scriptures tell them to respect the
natural way of things.
“They realize when they look inside
this technology of mixing and matching
across kingdoms and species and forcing DNA into new species that have never
been there before, that it is against their
faith. And then when they see the evidence
showing that it’s actually causing health
problems, it confirms what they believe.
Many of them are getting onboard to direct
their congregations to avoid GMOs.”
Pet owners. Many pet owners will tell
you, their animals are just as much part of
the family as any child is. And, as with children, animals are also among the most atrisk.
“We are finding – based on the experiences of veterinarians and pet-owners –
that animals that eat the byproducts of the
human food supply are suffering from the
same diseases and disorders that humans
are suffering from. We have veterinarians
saying that animals and livestock – pets
and horses – are all suffering from eating
GMOs and improve when they get rid of

GMOs,” Smith says.
Vote Non-GMO with Every Purchase
The feedback Smith describes offers strong testimony to the fact that even
though it may have looked like we lost the
battle when Prop. 37 failed to pass, we really won the war because it triggered this
process of rapidly mounting awareness.
And with awareness, people are quickly
shifting their purchasing habits.
The rapid and dramatic rise in sales of
products that are Non-GMO Verified really demonstrates the power you have as
a consumer. And this is how we will ultimately win, because most food companies
don’t have a particular pro-GMO agenda.
They’re just selling what people will buy,
and by using the most inexpensive ingredients possible they can increase profits. But
if their profits go down due to an undesirable ingredient, they will change it.
So, to keep the momentum going, I
urge you to purchase Non-GMO Project
Verified foods, and to tell your friends and
relatives to do the same. Explain to them
why, and point them toward resources if
they’re skeptical, or they’re concerned that
this is all some over-emotional response
that has no basis in science.
“We know that the information that
we’re presenting at the Institute for Responsible Technology2 has been tested to
verify change in people’s diet very quickly,”
Smith says.”I recommend getting involved
in our materials—our free newsletter at ResponsibleTechnology.org, for example—
and sharing that information with others.”
Results from Animal-Feeding Studies
Correlate with Human Disease Patterns
According to Smith, there are definitive correlations between the results from
animal-feeding studies and the patterns
of human disease we’re now seeing. For
example, the American Academy of Environmental Medicine has done a number
of animal-feeding studies on GMO’s and
specifically enumerated the particular categories of diseases and disorders found in
these controlled environments:
Gastrointestinal problems
I m mune problems Reproductive problems
Organ damage Dysfunction and dysregulation of cholesterol
Dysfunction
and dysregulation of insulin
“You look at the three different corresponding factors: (1) what humans are
getting better from, (2) what livestock is

getting better from, (3) what afflictions are
afflicting the lab animals fed with GMOs,
and then you look at what diseases are really taking off in the United States – they’re
the same categories,” Smith says.
For example, kidney problems have
been demonstrated in 19 different animalfeeding studies, and kidney diseases are on
the rise in the US. Could there be a connection? Smith and I both believe this to be the
case. According to Smith:
“We heard from two people at a meeting in Arizona, someone whose husband
was nearly on dialysis and someone else
who had three kidney transplants – both situations reversed when they changed their
diet.
You see things like the animal-feeding
study out of Russia where the babies were
a lot smaller after being fed GE soy, and
you see the incidence of low-birth-weight
babies is going up in the United States...
Deaths from senile dementia moved along
at a certain pace, and then when GMOs or
Roundup were introduced, it shot up... So,
you see these correlations between these
four things now: (1) the animal-feeding
studies, (2) people getting better [when removing GMO], (3) livestock getting better
[when removing GMO], and (4) changes in
the disease rates.”
Glyphosate Toxicity—
Another Hidden Danger of GE Foods
There’s also another potent toxin associated with genetically engineered foods
that is unrelated to the Bt toxin or the genetic alteration itself, and that is glyphosate—
the active ingredient in Monsanto’s broadspectrum herbicide, which is used on both
GE crops and many conventional crops
as well. The contamination appears to be
greater in GE crops however, especially in
so-called Roundup Ready crops. These are
genetically altered to withstand otherwise
lethal doses of the herbicide, and it’s important to realize that the glyphosate permeates the entire plant. It cannot be washed
off.
In June, groundbreaking research was
published detailing a newfound mechanism
of harm for Roundup. The finding suggests
that glyphosate may actually be the most
important factor in the development of a
wide variety of chronic diseases, specifically because your gut bacteria are a key
component of glyphosate’s mechanism of
harm.
Monsanto has steadfastly claimed that
Roundup is harmless to animals and hu-

mans because the mechanism of action it
uses (which allows it to kill weeds), called
the shikimate pathway, is absent in all animals. However, the shikimate pathway IS
present in bacteria, and that’s the key to understanding how it causes such widespread
systemic harm in both humans and animals.
The bacteria in your body outnumber your
cells by 10 to 1. For every cell in your body,
you have 10 microbes of various kinds, and
all of them have the shikimate pathway, so
they will all respond to the presence of glyphosate!
Glyphosate causes extreme disruption
of the microbe’s function and lifecycle.
What’s worse, glyphosate preferentially
affects beneficial bacteria, allowing pathogens to overgrow and take over. At that
point, your body also has to contend with
the toxins produced by the pathogens. Once
the chronic inflammation sets in, you’re
well on your way toward chronic and potentially debilitating disease... As stated by
Smith:
“Roundup is actually patented as a biocide. It’s an antibiotic, it kills bacteria. That
affects not only the soil, killing the beneficial bacteria that provide the nutrients
to the soil, but it also kills the beneficial
bacteria in your gut... It kills the Bifidus.
It kills the Lactobacillus. But it keeps alive
the E.coli, salmonella, and botulism, which
is not something we want to keep alive.
When you kill the beneficial gut bacteria, it
affects your immune system and digestive
tract.”
This remarkable finding was immediately followed by tests showing that
people in 18 countries across Europe have
glyphosate in their bodies3, while yet another study revealed that the chemical has
estrogenic properties and drive breast cancer proliferation in the parts-per-trillion
range4. This finding might help explain
why rats fed Monsanto’s maize developed
massive breast tumors in the first-ever lifetime feeding study published last year.
Other recently published studies demonstrate glyphosate’s toxicity to cell lines,
aquatic life, food animals, and humans. In
fact, research5 has shown that Roundup is
toxic to human DNA even when diluted to
concentrations 450-fold lower than used in
agricultural applications. Liver-, embryonic- and placental cell lines are adversely
affected by glyphosate at doses as low as
1 ppm. GMO corn can contain as much as
13 ppm of glyphosate, and Americans eat
an average of 193 lbs of GMO foods annually6.

The Road Ahead...
here’s every reason to be optimistic
when it comes to getting GMOs out of our
food supply. First of all, realize that we
don’t have to affect policy change in order
to take GMOs out; we can do it based on
personal empowerment and individual decision making. To find out which brands
and products have been Non-GMO Project
Verified, see NonGMOShoppingGuide.
com, or use the iPhone application ShopNoGMO – both are free. Another alternative with which you cannot go wrong is
to buy organic whole foods, ditching processed fare altogether. But there’s more
good news:
“We’re seeing now that it’s a movement that has its own life,” Smith says.
“[At a recent event] someone said to me,
“My dad saw the film Genetic Roulette,
took GMOs out of his diet, sent us all a
copy of the thing, and bought land so that
he can produce food.”
What’s happening now is that there is
a self-organizing and spontaneous uprising
of people who have been maybe prescribed
a non-GMO diet by the thousands of doctors who are doing so, or been inspired to
remove it by watching our film or your
materials, etc. This is a movement. The
food industry now recognizes it. Those
who are in a position to move quickly will
take the most advantage of it. They’ll see
an increase in sales in the US as happened
in Europe and Australia in the early days
when their tipping point happened.
Right now, in the 17 years that I’ve
been working on this, when I was first
alerted to the health dangers of GMOs by a
genetic engineer, I have never seen a more
potent window of opportunity. We know
that we can’t ask the Obama administration
for a bow out. We can’t wait for the FDA to
become awake. We have to do it ourselves.
The key is we are already doing it ourselves. There’s a momentum. Non-GMO
products are growing faster than anything
else right now in terms of categories, and
the momentum is on our side.
The big test will be very shortly when
we look inside the aisles of Safeway, Walmart, and Kroger – not the Whole Foods –
to see if our message is moving the needle
to win the battle for market share. If it does,
every GMO-laden product, every product
manager will realize it. It’ll become the industry sell signal. They will scramble to get
their non-GMO products available quickly,
and we will win.”
Join Us in Your Right to Know by Get-

ting GMOs Labeled!
While California Prop. 37 failed to pass
last November by a very narrow margin, the
fight for GMO labeling is far from over. In
the past few weeks, Connecticut and Maine
have passed GMO-labeling bills, and 20
other states have pending legislation to label genetically engineered foods. So, now
is the time to put the pedal to the metal and
get labeling across the country—something
64 other countries already have.
I hope you will join us in this effort.
The field-of-play has now moved to
the state of Washington, where the people’s initiative 522, “The People’s Right to
Know Genetically Engineered Food Act,”
will require food sold in retail outlets to be
labeled if it contains genetically engineered
ingredients. Please help us win this key
GMO labeling battle and continue to build
momentum for GMO labeling in other
states by making a donation to the Organic
Consumers Association (OCA).
You want to talk about a truly useful skillset? Learn how to grow some or most of
your own food or teach others how to do
the same.

Urban Farm generates 6,000 lbs of
food on just 1/10th acre - http://urbanhomestead.org/contact

If you have access to a deck, a roof, a
patch of ground no larger than a flower bed
or far more space, you can, with some of
the resources listed on this page learn to
feed yourself and others. Any reasonably
intelligent person with time or patience
or internet access can learn as much about
soil and gardening as the most experienced
farmers knew a hundred years ago--putting
it into practice takes time however, today is
the day to begin a garden.
We are talking about converting your
backyard or block into a capital generating
survival center.

ECO-REVOLUTION!
40 tons of GMO Crops
TORCHED in America
Though the controlled corporate media
apparatus is suppressing the story, 40 tons
of GMO crops were torched, prompting an
FBI investigation. There has been a COMPLETE MEDIA BLACKOUT, outside of
local circles has dared to mention it, perhaps because government fears that if the
public learns that other people are getting
fighting mad (literally), they might join in,
and become an actual revolution.
It was only reported locally live on KXL
Radio Portland and echoed by the Oregonian, where the only official web mention
exists, hard to find because the headline
wording is carefully avoids the most likely
keywords for a search.
Here’s what happened
40 Tons of GMO Sugar Beets were set
ablaze in Oregon in June. FORTY TONS
— the entire acreage of two full fields of
crops in the ground were set ablaze over
a three-night period of time. That means
arson.
Since the initial reports, the news said
instead that 6,500 plants were destroyed
BY HAND, ONE PLANT AT A TIME.
That would indicate that A LOT OF
PEOPLE were involved. If the reports
of the uprooting of this many plants are
true, then WE ARE TALKING ABOUT
A MOVEMENT, a kind of ORGANIZED
REVOLT — and this is exactly the kind
of retribution that many have warned was
coming; when lawmakers and corporations refuse to honor the Constitution and
instead engage in ‘legalized’ criminal acts
such as enabled by the ‘Monsanto Protection Act.’ If, however, the initial reports of
uprooting along with arson are true, then
this certainly makes more sense, both in
terms of the nature of the direct action, and
the logic behind how it could be pulled off
on a practical level. This would also explain why the FBI is involved, as uprooting plants would not likely interest the Bureau as much as this case is.
More than decade ago, environmental
saboteurs vandalized experimental crops
across the country in a revolt against hightech agriculture. Foes of genetic engineering also struck in 2000, when members of
the Earth Liberation Front(ELF), with roots
in Oregon, set fire to agriculture offices at
Michigan State University. ELF’s position

Hands off Syria!
Not another war!
September 7 Demonstrations
Let’s
make our voices heard BEBut ELF cells normally come forward
immediately to claim responsibility, be- FORE the U.S. Congressional war
cause to them, its all about publicity to
vote.
was that genetic engineering was “one of
the many threats to the natural world as we
know it.”

educate the public. Since there has been
no statement about the recent arson this
may have simply been Oregon Farmers
who have said, ‘Enough!’ Another clue that
may be the case is that this comes on the
heels (two weeks) of Japan’s rejection of
the entire Oregon Wheat crop for the year
(a tremendous financial blow because over
80% of Oregon Wheat is exported) because
ONE report said ONE field was contaminated with at least one GMO plant.
The rightful fear is, because of pollination processes, once you introduce a GMO
crop of a given variety anywhere, the wind
and insects will spread its genetic contamination to NON-GMO fields, and thereby
ruin the entire industry for a region. In fact,
Oregon farmers have tendered a multibillion dollar class action law suite against
Monsanto, joining a long list of states doing
so. Monsanto has experimented with GMO
crops before they were approved in 16
states. They were supposedly all destroyed,
but state after state is finding out the hard
way, that Pandora’s box has been deliberately left open. But while other governments in Europe and elsewhere are passing
laws to ban GMO crops, and burning entire
crops themselves, in America, our government is passing laws protecting Monsanto
from legal repercussions, and therefore, it
seems, farmers are forced to burn the crops,
themselves. This means that where in other
countries, citizens are being protected from
corporate crimes, in America, citizens are
forced to become ‘terrorists’ to survive.
That’s how blatantly corrupt our corporate
police state has become, I’m afraid. Politicalblindspot.com

All out! Saturday, September 7
Join the call for united, regional and local
actions.
In NYC come to Times Square –
42nd St & 7th Ave at 1pm.
Click HERE to ENDORSE, LIST a LOCAL ACTION, or Volunteer!
Last week there were demonstrations and rallies against another war in at least 48 U.S.
cities. On Monday, September 9, as Congress
goes back into session, join Syrian American
Forum and many others in front of the White
House, then marching to the U.S. Congress.
Go to iacenter.org to find an action near you!
President Obama has called for a vote in Congress to authorize an attack on Syria. Congress
is scheduled to return on Monday, Sept 9.
President Obama is using the same tactics
as President Bush did before the Iraq War.
When the UN Security Council would not
support the U.S. war, Bush turned to the U.S.
Congress for a war vote giving him “all necessary means”. Ten years later Iraq lay in ruins.
A million Iraqis died, millions became refugees. More than 1.5 million US soldiers were
deployed to Iraq. Today thousands of U.S. and
NATO soldiers are disabled, traumatized and
1/3 will suffer from PTSD.
Just as in Iraq, Afghanistan and earlier in
Vietnam this is again a U.S. war based on
lies. Bombing Syria is NOT a ‘humanitarian
intervention’. It is another war for Wall Street
Profit! This time there is a risk of global confrontation or even world war.
This war will only serve the billionaires and
militarists who profit from war and conquest.
The workers and poor will pay, in Syria and
here in the U.S.
Raytheon stocks and profits are soaring. Our
cities are crumbling! We need funds for job
programs, healthcare and education, NOT
billions wasted on war and destruction. The
cost of wars in Iraq and Afghanistan exceeds
$4 trillion dollars.
The reaction of the overwhelming majority of
people is, ”We don’t want this war!” But we
have to join together to mobilize this majority
and show the world we are ready to fight to
stop this war. Let’s join together with one powerful message: Hands Off Syria! Not Another
War! Issued by: International Action Center
IACenter.org

THEY KEEP USING
YESTERDAY’S LIES TO
TRIGGER TOMORROW’S
DISASTERS
It’s like Americans have no memory,
no minds to remember the lies they’ve been
told throughout their lives. So now they’re
hearing them again, for the hundredth time,
and thinking, “Hmm, where have I heard
that story before? It sounds vaguely familiar.”
But as in all those times before, they
still don’t know what to do about them. Even
after all the cynical repetitions, Americans
still don’t know what to do about the lies
they are told and the orders they are given
to kill other people, faraway people they
don’t even know, all for reasons that they
know are lies, but they kill them anyway.
“That leader in a faraway country is killing his own people,” they say, “so we have
to go and rescue them.”
By bombing them! Sound familiar?
For those of us old enough to remember
comes the vague memory of the Vietnam
corollary. “We had to destroy the village in
order to save it.”
No, almost no one remembers that one,
even though it has been recycled and used
dozens of times since that long ago meaningless war. Each time that lie is used,
people say, “That sounds vaguely familiar.
Where have I heard that before?” But then
they turn away to attend to their more important business.
But it’s even worse this time, even
though it’s just another variation on the
same well worn theme, the same vaguely
familiar lie.
You’d think the guys who have run
this country into the ground could come up
with some new excuses by now, some new
lines to justify the next gory, unforgivable
barrage of mass murder they’re about to
unleash on yet another innocent nation.
Let’s see. They’ve used “weapons of
mass destruction”, “they’re harboring terrorists”, “they’re killing their own people”
as their excuse to obliterate innocent country after innocent country, and now, without a second thought, they’re doing the
exact same thing again, using exactly the
same words.
How can it be that Americans are that
stupid, that comatose, that gullible, that
fearful about speaking out against insanity so obvious you wouldn’t even try to use

it on your own family, because they’d either laugh you out of the room or have you
locked up as a certifiable and serial homicidal maniac?
But no, it’s the same old story, the same
old tired lies. Commit a crime, then blame
it on the guy we committed it against, and
call that a good reason to bomb someone.
Righteous politicians spitting out blatant
falsehoods pretend to be acting in the best
interests of the world, but in reality, are
not even acting in the best interests of the
people they’re supposed to be representing,
supposed to be protecting, because they’re
too busy stealing from them, and in our
present day case, too busy planning to kill
them (us) with an arsenal of murder weapons, some subtle, some not.
Patrol drone snuff outs and genetically
modified foods, both designed to tear your
insides out and deprive you of your life.
That’s how our leaders are protecting
us today. Preparing to kill us and put us in
FEMA camps because they’ve already stolen all our money, so why should they continue to feed us — we’re useless eaters.
And with a hollow point bullet with our
name on it in our immediate future.
We provided the poison gas for the rebels to use on innocent people we hired to
destabilize the country whose resources
we wanted to steal so we could blame the
leader of the people who were poisoned for
poisoning his own people.
An endless chorus of bobble head TV
idiots all nod up and down agreeing with
our fearless doped up faggot communist
leader, all in unison, saying, “Yup, we
should bomb them, just to teach them a lesson and prove that we are righteous, what
we say is just and true, and everyone know
we are the good guys.” (Except all those
dead people, but they can’t talk anymore.)
“Yup, we have to bomb them, Just like
we did to all those other countries. See all
the good it did.” That’s what our politicians
say. But that’s not what the people say.
That has never been what the people
have said. But what the people say has
never counted. From World War I up to the
present day, the people have never wanted
any of these wars, but their voices have
never counted. That small cohort of beasts
who own the media, manipulate the money
and buy their compliant politicians have
trumpeted in their headlines “We need to
go to war”, and shouted on their talk shows
“these people are evil terrorists who need
to be stopped”, so we should bomb them
to show the world that we are right about

everything and they are wrong!”
After all, “they hate our freedoms!”
These insane drecks like Obama and
Kerry and all those useless Jewish and Jewbought commentators, all saying the same
thing:
“What would the world think of us if we
didn’t prevent this dictator we don’t like
from using poison gas on his own citizens?” This, after furnishing the rebels the
poison gas to use on the people we are now
blaming for using the poison gas.
Sound familiar? Sound like Qaddafi,
who created a paradise for his own people
in Libya, only to be accused of murdering
these same people, only to be raped and
murdered in his own streets by the United
States of Liars?
Sound like Saddam Hussein, who created a decent country for his people to live
in, only to be hung for his so-called crimes
by the American invaders, who killed two
million Iraqis to atone for the 400 or so he
was accused of killing?
It’s the same story, not even a single new
wrinkle, which the Americans blare out at
the world, posing as the great moral policeman of the world, correcting the wrongs of
tinhorn dictators that their Israeli masters
tell them must be corrected.
How many countries is it now? Egypt,
in a permanent state of violent destabilization. Yemen, under perpetual siege by U.S.
drones. Iraq, twisting in the wind as mercenaries and paid off sectarians stage random
bombings that prevent normal life. Afghanistan, where children seem to be the main
targets of U.S. drone strikes. “Hey, they’ll
grow up to be terrorists,” we’re told. Pakistan, another Muslim nation in a permanent
state of destabilization.
All of Africa being pillaged and poisoned for their natural resources. And
America, deliberately being turned into an
environmental killing field, people being
killed from both the inside and out, all because they refuse to remember that they’ve
heard all these lines before.
The only Islamic states with any degree
of calm are the stooge nations loyal to the
U.S.-Israeli war machine: Qatar, the rich
sheikdom paying the freight for the criminals it has recruited to destabilize Syria; the
Saudis, who are virtual Israelis posing as
Arabs, and Israel itself, the architect of this
murderous madness, intimidating all its
neighbors with bribery, blackmail and murder — the time-tested Jewish political formula — and wielding the greatest military
force in world history — the conscience-

less zombie monster known as the United
States military.
This whole tragic charade in Syria
is the playing out of the Israelis long-term
strategy, to keep all their neighbors in a perpetual state of distress and disarray, bleeding as much as possible. It is also the Jews’
long-term strategy, to turn every country in
the world into ravaged landfills that look
like Palestine, where people have no say
about their future because the big boys plan
on exterminating all of them, so they can
play with themselves in a poisoned park of
their own perversions.
Obama, who won’t tell us a thing
about his own history yet commands a hit
squad government and commandeered for
himself the right to kill anyone he wants to
with no explanation. And Kerry, the fake
Irishman whose name is really Kohn, who
butchered innocents in Vietnam and then
came back home savaged the United States
as warmongering killers. And these people
are running the government?
Lying about everything. Poisoning
their own citizens. And making war on the
world.
Now they’re eager to start another
one. As their people languish in poverty
and sickness, all they care about is spending more money on bombs, bullets and
Halliburton reconstruction projects.
Does that sound vaguely familiar to
you? Have you heard that story before?
That’s how it is today in the United

States of Liars, run not by Americans, but
by the same Jewish savages who have
plundered the world throughout the 20th
century with their nuclear “medicine” and
“compassionate concern” for the underlings
of the world, whom the Jews have used to
undermine and destroy all the industrious
nations of the world with false slogans like
“strength in diversity” and “religion is the
opiate of the masses”.
There is a simple way out of this, but
don’t expect the moldering corpse of what
used to be the USA to implement it. Instead
of nuking Syria and all those other innocent
countries, we need to nuke Israel, once and
for all, and throw every Jew out of every
country in which they falsely pretend to
be citizens, because all Jews are first and
foremost citizens of the worldwide murder
machine known as Israel, and citizens of
no other countries in this world. Just ask a
Jew; he’ll tell you.
Then the whole world would at least
have a shot a peace. But as it stands now,
with Jews controlling every country in the
world and slyly exterminating their populations through a cornucopia of various
methods, we have no chance for peace or
sanity at all.
Think that suggestion is too precipitous? Well, think again. Jews have already
nuked the whole world, in case you haven’t
noticed.
Just listen to the lies Obama and Kerry
and all those Jew commentators keep foam-

ing out of their mouths, and ask yourself
the question about the recurring nightmare
that is soon to be the doom of the world:
“Hey, where have I heard that story before?
It sounds vaguely familiar.”
John Kaminski is a writer who lives on the
Gulf Coast of Florida, constantly trying to
figure out why we are destroying ourselves,
and pinpointing a corrupt belief system as
the engine of our demise. Solely dependent
on contributions from readers, please support his work by mail: 6871 Willow Creek
Circle #103, North Port FL 34287 USA.
- See more at: http://therebel.org/index.
php?option=com_content&view=article&i
d=685712:the-endless-loop-of-lies&catid=
138:kaminski&Itemid=1308&acm=336_6
77#sthash.fwJJIRJ8.dpuf

http://www.pureeffectfilters.com/filter-units/pure-effect-ultra.html#a_aid=Freeamerican&a_bid=1cfb98e9

Holy Fukushima – Radiation From Japan Is Already Killing North Americans!
The rainfall and snowfall are all radiated.&nbsp;&nbsp;Do not drink any water that has
not been filtered.&nbsp;&nbsp; The tap water that flows from your faucet has NOT been
treated to rid it of radioactive particles. A recent report from confirms-california-rainwater181-times-above-drinking-water-standards-for-radioactive-iodine-131"> NY Times stated,
“A rooftop water monitoring program managed by UC Berkeley’s Department of Nuclear
Engineering detected substantial spikes in rain-borne iodine-131 during torrential downpours!"

This book will take you on a spiritual journey
of an ordinary man who comes face to face with a conspiracy so vast and so evil that he was suddenly faced
with making decisions that could and did overturn an
heretofore orderly, happy life with a wife and family
into attacks that continue to this day. Only recently
has he been able to martial the support and strength
to continue. This book contains the story of a trip to
Sturgis to promote Clay’s first Motorcycle magazine,
“Rider’s Xchange”. A Vietnam Vet handed him a
document that now forms one chapter in this book detailing George Bush’s “Operation Watchtower” commanded by Col. Edward P. Cutolo.
Clay did a comprehensive study of this document, found and contact Cpl. William Tyree through
his mother. Tyree was doing life in Walpole prison.
His wife was murdered and he was framed for this.
Clay ran this story in his magazine and that
was the first time he was threatened by the CIA.
But that is one chapter. Toss in the history of
the Rothschilds, the formation of FEMA and DHS
wtih the startling explantions of the nature and identity of the true Israelites whom God gave this garden
planet to.
What if Jesus was absolutely accurate when
he said,”I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of
them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the
synagogue of Satan. Fear none of those things which
thou shalt suffer . . be thou faithful unto death, and I
will give thee a crown of life. . . . Behold, I will make
them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are
Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I will make them
to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that
I have loved thee. Revelation 2:9-10, 3:9. Woe unto
you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye are like
unto whited sepulchres, which indeed appear beautiful
outward, but are within full of dead men’s bones, and
of all uncleanness. Even so ye also outwardly appear
righteous unto men, but within ye are full of hypocrisy and iniquity. Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! because ye build the tombs of the
prophets, and garnish the sepulchres of the righteous,
And say, If we had been in the days of our fathers,
we would not have been partakers with them in the
blood of the prophets. Wherefore ye be witnesses unto
yourselves, that ye are the children of them which
killed the prophets. Fill ye up then the measure of your
fathers. Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how can
ye escape the damnation of hell? Matthew 23:27-33
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Written in the style of and as a tribute to a great Author, John D. MacDonald, by Clayton R. Douglas in the
late 1900s, this first book in the Trevor Cameron, Terrorist Hunter series may even surpass MacDonald's
Travis McGee character in complexity and dimension.
Available On Amazon Kindle This is the connection to Amazon to get Clay's books!
Clay’s Books are also&nbsp; available from the publisher here!
Mystery Babylon One Bloody Alabaster Eye and Deadly Flashes of Silver

SAMPLE CHAPTERS

One Bloody Alabaster eye

Deadly Flashes of Silver

Tired of the shock of opening your Verizon Bill and seeing all the additional Charges? Solavei Unlimited 4G
Voice, Text, and Data $49 Cell Phone Plan It’s the perfect business, you have no inventory, no auto-ship, no
customer service, no customer billing issues and no employee hassles. You get residual commissions for the one
time sale. If you’re only interested in using the service the plan it is the best available, if you want to earn $$$$
this is the best opportunity we have seen in many years.

The Powers That Be are
deliberately introducing a
series of events causing
History Repeating Its-Self
[the less educated don’t know
the difference]
By V.K. Durham, CEO
Pastor. I am so glad you responded to this
“Biblical doom of Damascus ‘right before
our eyes’ article.
As you are probably aware; I have been on
a front row seat on these events having been
a victim who’s husband was also murdered
by those wanting to go to war with Syria at
this time. Its not at all what the public is
being told, Jim. It’s about the money stolen
by the money changers, the ones Jesus had
his problems with. These problems which
exist today are no different than those Jesus himself confronted when he threw the
money changers out of the Temple. They
call themselves Banking Cartels today as
the privateers have created the illusion of a
U.S. DEBT. see: http://www.cato.org/bubs/
pas/pa-304.html
THE UNITED NATIONS DEBT
Who Owes Whom?
by Cliff Kincaid
Cliff Kincaid is a journalist who writes frequently on UN affairs. He is president of
America’s Survival, Inc., and director of
the American Sovereignty Action Project.
Executive Summary
Claims that the United States owes the
United Nations more than $1 billion are
false. No legal debt exists or can exist. The
UN Charter does not empower the organization to compel payment from any member state.
Even the notion that the United States
owes money in the sense of a moral obligation is fallacious. It ignores the military
and other assistance that the Clinton administration has provided the UN and for
which the United States has not been properly credited or reimbursed. Over the past
five years, that assistance has amounted to
at least $11 billion, and perhaps as much
as $15 billion. The administration has been
diverting funds from federal agencies, especially the Department of Defense, to the
United Nations.
Allegations of debt have distracted

attention from a disturbing administration
policy of providing resources, personnel,
and equipment to the UN without the advance approval of Congress. In effect, the
administration and the UN have been conducting important elements of U.S. foreign
and military policy and bypassing Congress’s power of the purse. That tendency
raises grave constitutional concerns.
Because of the work of Rep. Roscoe
Bartlett (R-Md.) on the debt issue, Congress is now aware of the situation and has
an opportunity to reassert its constitutional
authority. Bartlett has authored legislation
to prevent payment of any alleged debt to
the United Nations until all U.S. assistance
to that organization is factored into the financial relationship. That approach would
help restore the constitutional balance between the executive and legislative branches and put the United Nations on notice that
it does not have an automatic claim on resources of the U.S. Treasury.
Jim. Let us explore the reason for these
troubles confronting the world and I quote
yesterday’s article to wit;
With U.S. warships looming offshore,
reports of chemical weapons and saberrattling from Iran about the coming of Armageddon, the nation of Syria and its capital, Damascus, are at the epicenter of what
some suggest may become a prophesied
battle of biblical proportions.
“Many students of the Word of God
see a major alignment of ancient prophecies regarding the end times being fulfilled
right before our eyes,” asserts Carl Gallups,
pastor, radio host and author of “The Magic
Man in the Sky: Effectively Defending the
Christian Faith.” “More importantly, we
are the first generation in history to see
such dramatic and striking alignments.”
Gallups points to the biblical passage of
Psalm 83 – which tells of the nations surrounding Israel conspiring against it – and
especially to Isaiah 17, which tells of a day
when Damascus, often cited as the oldest
continuously inhabited city in the world,
will be utterly destroyed.
“Behold, Damascus is taken away from
being a city, and it shall be a ruinous heap,”
states the ancient prophet Isaiah. “The fortress also shall cease from Ephraim, and
the kingdom from Damascus, and the remnant of Syria: they shall be as the glory of
the children of Israel, saith the LORD of
hosts.”
“I also want to note,” adds author
of “The 9/11 Prophecy,” James F. Fitzger-

ald, “that the prophecy of the destruction
of Damascus in Isaiah 17 is directly connected in its context to the fall of Ephraim
and the Northern Kingdom of Israel as
Isaiah previously warned in chapter 9:10.
That is the same prophecy messianic rabbi
Jonathan Cahn has written about in ‘The
Harbinger’ and in ‘The Isaiah 9:10 Judgment’ documentary, where he’s applied
the specific pattern of judgment there to
the remarkable events that have transpired
here in America after 9/11.” Read more
at
http://www.wnd.com/2013/08/biblical-doom-of-damascus-right-before-oureyes/#ssBheP54RqLLhTrz.99
1300’S THE GLOBAL CRASH OF THE
BANKING SYSTEMS
One must know history to know the
cycles. Let us go to Battle of Kosovo Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_
Kosovo - 130k - Cached - Similar pages
The Battle of Kosovo, also known as
the Battle of Kosovo Field or the Battle
of Blackbird’s Field (Serbian: Косовска
битка, Бој на Косову; Kosovska bitka;
Boj na
The battle of Kosovo Polje (Plain of
Blackbirds) was fought between the Ottoman forces led by Sultan Murad and an
allied army led by the Serbian Prince Lazar on 28 June 1389. This article gives an
overview of the battle with photographs of
the battlefield today courtesy of Peter Verduyn.
There are few reliable contemporary
records of the battle and this has been compounded by the religious and nationalistic
significance the battle has been given by
the Serbs. The battle has been eulogised in
ballad and verse over the centuries, commemorated as St Vitus’ Day and this goes
some way to explain the political significance of the area today.
Ironically the decisive battle of the Ottoman invasion occurred some years earlier on the banks of the River Maritsa on
26 September 1371. The Serbian army
was heavily defeated and many nobles accepted Ottoman vassalage. According to
Ottoman historians these included Prince
Lazar making the 1389 campaign, to Ottoman eyes, one of justified retribution.
read more http://www.balkanhistory.com/
kosovo_1389.htm
What is Jihad: The Arabic word Jihad is
derived from the root word Jahada (struggle). Jihad has come to mean an offensive

war to be waged by Muslims against all
non-Muslims to convert them to Islam on
the pain of death. Jihad is enjoined on all
Muslims by the Quran.
This site brings you the history of the
Islamic Jihad from a neutral and factual
viewpoint.
Outlook of this website:
This site is against all forms of fanaticism - religious and non-religious. But the
emotional appeal of non-religious fanaticism like Nazism, Fascism or Communism
is not as pervasive as that of fanaticism
based on religion. When fanaticism and religion are mixed, we have a very potent and
dangerous brew that can sustain itself for
centuries unlike non-religious fanaticisms
like Nazism and Communism which die
out when the ringleaders are defeated. This
is so, since religion is based on the psychological weakness of all humans, when we
humans try to comprehend the unknown
(universe). This understanding is (and perhaps will always remain) incomplete.
Religion tries to complete this incompleteness by fantasizing that the unknown
is a god and that this god is the creator of all
things that happen in this world and the universe. This idea that there is a god, which
is assumed to be the unknown power in the
universe makes the human mind paranoid
because of our fear of the unknown. And
this paranoia drives humans to do anything
to propitiate this unknown power that is
assumed to exist. This is what transforms
this weakness of our human mind into a
sickness. It is this sickness of the mind that
drives humans to undertake wild acts like
suicide bombings, fight holy wars, forced
conversion, slaughter of humans who give
a different name to this assumed power
called god, etc, under the delusion of trying to please the unknown power that is assumed to be behind all existence.
While all forms of religious fanaticism
are negative, only Islam raises slaughter of
all Kafirs (non-Muslims) to a holy creed, it
teaches Muslims to gloat over the killing
of non-Muslims and celebrate their death.
Hence Islam is the most demented and dangerous form of religious fanaticism. And it
is not Islamic fanaticism that is to be blamed
for this, as Islam itself is fanaticism.
From its root to its fruit Islam is the most
violent, and virulent form of this delusion

that the unknown universe is a god and
all those who do not accept this brand of
fantasizing of the unknown universe have
to be slaughtered. This is so since Islamic
fanaticism was born in a barren and harsh
desert environment that gave birth to the
paranoid mentality of the Bedouin Arabs
among whom was born Mohammed (yimach shmo ve-zichro - may his name and
memory be obliterated), the founder of this
blood-thirsty creed - Islam.
This blood-thirsty Muslim mentality
has trickled down to the newest convert to
Islam be he or she Brown Black, Yellow or
White. Most importantly it makes Islam the
worst enemy of quest and science and of
all human progress. While all religions are
opposed to science as the Pope was to Galileo and Copernicus; but it is Islam which
is the most blood-thirsty expression of this
challenge of religion to reason. So Islam
will have to be the first to be removed from
the path of human progress and the reply
to Islam to be effective would have to be
more blood-thirsty and paranoid than Islam
itself.
Those opposed to Islam will have to be
like the hunter who aims his rifle between
the eyes of the man-eater tiger and shoots
till the tiger is dead meat.
History of Jihad against the Serbs, Croats, and Albanians (1389 to 1920)
NEW Movie script on Mohammed
PBUH* - the founder of Islam
This site is dedicated to a factual and
realistic analysis of the Islamic Jihad
Here you will read about the history
of the Islamic Jihad from its beginnings
at Mecca in 620 C.E. up to 9/11, and the
lessons it has for us in today’s challenging
times. If we are to understand Islam, we
need to understand the temperament of its
founder Mohammed PBUH*, the way victorious Muslims have treated the subject
people, and above all the reasons for the
victory of Islam. read more http://www.
historyofjihad.org/serbia.html
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by Rand Clifford
Actions trump lies. Evidence does not
lie . . . so how has the American public been
so brainwashed by lies, in light of so much
evidence? Are Zionists that intelligent, or
is the American public that unintelligent—
and how did even that obvious question become a “third-rail issue”?
Totally uncool, our tradition of being
outsmarted by Zionists even to the point of
“Rothschilding” our descendants’ future.
Is it possible for the American public to
think their way out of Zionist enslavement
. . . or is Gaza a preview of our future?
There certainly is genius behind creation of the terms, “conspiracy theory,”
and, “anti-Semitism.” Mere concepts, these
two seem among the highest human inventions in terms of neutralizing independent
thought. Both terms are amazingly popular
and effective; a function, perhaps, of both
being technically meaningless—a reliable

Zionist mind-control touch, confusion.
• “conspiracy theory” was born to describe anything that questions official, establishment positions. Problem is, in the
realm of establishment positioning, by definition, everything is conspiracy, putting the
term conspiracy theory in the same league
as “wet water”
• “anti-Semitism” refers to Semites, “A
member of any of a number of peoples including Akkadians, Phoenicians, Hebrews,
and Arabs” (Merriam-Webster). “Anti-Zionist” is a meaningful substitute for antiSemitic—but watch that “third rail”
9/11 was trademark Zionist false-flag
testing of what they might get away with,
a pushing of boundaries that, magically,
stayed in bounds. Zionists third-rail magicians still brag about 9/11.
Merriam-Webster defines “third rail”
as:
1: a metal rail through which electric current is led to the motors of an electric vehicle (as a subway car); 2: a controversial
issue usually avoided by politicians
Touching that third rail supplying
power to trains means electrocution. Politically, third-rail issues are just as not-to-betouched; same thing socially . . . regarding
“politically-correct” conversation, third rail
issues beg for the spouting of “conspiracy
theory” or “anti-Semitism,” often both.
Sweet success, utter hubris
Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu’s ear-

ly reaction to 9/11 success was: “It’s very
good!”—that was before he corralled his
hubris, adjusted his face, and said, “Well,
it’s not actually good, but it will generate
immediate sympathy for Israel.”
Zionist complicity in, if not masterminding of 9/11 . . . if you wonder about
that, check out this celebration of “Purim.” Don’t miss this year’s winners in the
amateur costume parade —twins dressed
up as the Twin Towers being blasted by
“airliners”—bitchin’ smoke, flame and
chutzpah. [1]
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon said
to Israeli foreign minister Shimon Peres
on October 3, 2001 (twenty-two days after 9/11 success): “We, the Jewish people,
control America, and the Americans know
it.” [2]
Two problems with Sharon’s hubris:
historically, above all the Jewish people are
crucial Zionist tools; little evidence suggests that the American public has any idea
who is in control, or how far politicos they
vote for are removed from actual power.
Still, Sharon actually told some truth.
Senator J. William Fulbright, Chair of
Senate Foreign Relations Committee said
on CBS’ Face the Nation, October 7, 1973:
“The Israelis control the policy in the Congress and the Senate.” [3]
Senator Fulbright’s candor got him
unseated by a candidate laundered in by
the American Israeli Political Action Committee (AIPAC—currently veiled as the
American Israeli Public Affairs Committee). AIPAC defeated a senator courageous
enough tell the truth—a US senator, not a
Zionist drone. We used to have a handful of
our own senators.
While money taught Fulbright a lesson, with Zionist domination of American
mainstream media (ZMM), America’s public brain has been washed, spun. . . .

J. William Fulbright

Standard Zionist chutzpah regarding
ZMM orbits the idea, “We tell Americans
what to think. If we change our minds,
we’ll change their minds.” Dr. Kevin Barrett
Dr. Kevin Barrett wrote recently,
relating to Zionists: “We own the media,
Hollywood, the banking system, Congress,
and the White House. If we said the FishySmelling Underwater Kingdom of Atlantis
was a legitimate state, and a giant squid
was its prime minister, we could make you
believe us.” [4]
Blaming the Jewish people for Zionism seems similar to blaming Americans
for being under Zionist control. Zionists
have proven over centuries that Jews are,
in the name of greater Zionism, expendable. Zionist sacrifice of Jews, with perceptions managed Zionistically, offers stellar
opportunities for concoction of history in
Zionist favor. [5].
Americans resist thinking for themselves—at least publicly, wary of being
pecked by the flock for being “different”
(chickens excel at that). Regarding Americans courageous enough for intelligent inquiry and analysis into evidence bleeding
under the wall of ZMM . . . you are being
watched as the Internet is being Zionized.
Wikipedia is now recognized by Zionist Israel as “ . . . THE major source of
information in the world.” It’s even advertised with standard Zionist chutzpah that
Wikipedia is “ . . . under constant, paid review of Zionist assets.” [6]
By way of deception thou shalt do war
In addition to being the motto for
Mossad (Israel’s “CIA”), “By Way Of Deception Thou Shalt Do War” expresses their
style of committing false-flag atrocities and

blaming them on scapegoats, enemies they
want the US to destroy. The Israeli attack
on the USS Liberty, June 8, 1967, is a vivid
display of Zionist style.
It was the fourth day of Israel’s SixDay War of expansionist aggression against
Egypt, Syria and Lebanon. A long-planned
war to invade and annex Jerusalem, the
West Bank, the Golan Heights and the Sinai Peninsula.
A calm and clear June morning in
the Eastern Mediterranean, where the USS
Liberty patrolled international waters fourteen miles from the coast of Egypt’s Sinai
Peninsula. Liberty was the world’s most sophisticated intelligence ship, a $40,000,000
signals intelligence platform (SIGNIT)
with a crew of 294.
About 6 am local time, an Israeli reconnaissance plane spotted the USS Liberty just outside of Israeli coastal radar.
Israeli planes flew out and repeatedly
circled the ship on eight different sequences over the next eight hours . . . and then—
Unmarked fighter jets attacked the Liberty
at 2 pm, initially targeting the command
bridge, communications antennas, and four
.50 caliber machine guns placed to repel
boarders.
After the first wave spent their ordnance, consecutive new waves of fighters
added napalm to the rocket and 30 mm
cannon fire. Liberty was able to contact
The Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean about
nine minutes into the attack. The aircraft
carrier USS Saratoga launched fighters to
aid the Liberty . . . but before making visual contact, the fighters were ordered to
return to the Saratoga. Fighters were also
launched by the USS America, and were
also ordered—again by the White House—
to stand down!
Did LBJ Cover for Israel?
Never before or since in US history
have planes been launched to aid an American ship being attacked, and ordered back
before reaching fellow service-members
under fire. On June 8, 1967, it happened
twice.
Any refusal to help fellow servicemembers under attack is a criminal matter.
President Lyndon Johnson was noted
as saying: “I don’t give a damn if every man

drowns and the ship sinks. I don’t want to
embarrass our allies.”
Forty minutes into the attack, fighter
jets disengaged and three unmarked torpedo boats closed in. Five torpedoes were
launched—one blasting the Liberty’s research spaces, killing another twenty-five
crew. Torpedo boats then raked the Liberty
port and starboard with cannon and machine-gun fire, targeting anyone who came
above decks, firefighters and their equipment especially.
The Liberty was ablaze and listing when her seriously-wounded captain,
Commander William McGonagle, gave the
order to abandon ship.
Torpedo boats machine-gunned Liberty’s crowded lifeboats, sinking two before Israelis realized that news of their
treachery had gotten out of control. The
torpedo boats suddenly broke off their attack and started radioing the Liberty—“Do
you need assistance?”
An Israeli naval officer notified the
US Naval attache’ at the embassy in Tel
Aviv that Israeli forces had mistakenly attacked an American ship: “We’re sorry. . .”
Israel’s attack on the USS Liberty is an
American monument to shame forty-seven
years old. Even Zionist-fantasy screenplays cannot sink the evidence. President
Johnson and Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara may have had no problem sacrificing the USS Liberty and her crew to the
cause of greater Zionism, but virtually everyone else high in the US command chain
considered Israel’s “mistaken identity”
claims to be pure lies.
Johnson ordered that all inquiry into
the matter conclude: mistaken identity. And
the Liberty sacrifice remains the only serious naval episode never to be investigated
by Congress. The only one—even though
evidence is explicit that, with full knowledge and intent of targeting an American
ship, Israel attacked the USS Liberty with
unmarked (camouflaged) planes and boats,
fourteen miles off the coast of Egypt. Exactly what happened has never really been
an issue; it’s all about how much the US
will allow Zionists to get away with.
Liberty’s damage included 861 holes
the size of a man’s hand and larger, thousands of .50 caliber machine gun holes, the
torpedo wound, fire damage. . . . But, instead of sending the Liberty and all of its
gathered intelligence to the bottom, along
with 294 Americans, Zionists had to settle
for only 34 dead crewmen, 171 wounded,
and a nightmare of evidence and witness-
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Israel clings to the fantasy of mistaking the Liberty for the
Egyptian El Quiser, a rusted-out old horse transport. Some immediate problems with that were:
• lead pilot of the first wave of Israeli fighters argued with headquarters about the Liberty flying three American flags. Ordered to
ignore the flags and attack, the pilot refused—so did another pilot; both flew back to headquarters as the attack commenced, both
were arrested after landing, and jailed for years
• radio arguments between Israeli command and the disobeying
pilots were heard by radio monitors at the US embassy in Lebanon.
Israeli commanders ordering pilots to attack an American ship—
and the pilots’ refusals—were also picked up by radio operators in
Germany, Spain . . . many places
• Richard S. Sturman, a surviving USS Liberty radioman, said:
“Two Israeli pilots, commencing their strafing-run, reported to
their headquarters that the USS LIBERTY was an American ship.
They were ordered to attack nonetheless! Those two pilots, refusing to attack, returned to their base, were arrested, court marshaled
and given harsh jail sentences.”
In 2001, it was revealed that a US Navy EC-121 surveillance aircraft with top intelligence-gathering sophistication electronically
recorded from high altitude the entire attack on the Liberty. Such
immaculate evidence didn’t seem to matter.
And Israel did chip in $6 million, apparently the market price for
34 Americans killed, 171 wounded, plus the material damage—the
$40,000,000 SIGNIT platform called the USS Liberty was sold as
scrap for $102,666.66. Numerology . . . mark of the beast, anyone?

The home front
Congress is pathetic. Recent polls reflect 11% of American
adults believing Congress to be a good reflection of the views of
the American people. Basically, a 90% disapproval rating for Congress. People might be waking up.
Another poll revealed a 10% favorable view of America’s
“political media”—another 90% disapproval.
Polls showing a mere 29% of American consumers of ZMM
trusting Zionist perception management called “news” might also
sound encouraging, unless one considers that 99% of Americans
polled think Iran is a threat to the vital interests of the United
States. Iran is “our” enemy, despite Americans knowing almost
nothing about Iran, and Iranians—it’s all ZMM propaganda. Ever
seen the movie, “Argo”? [7]
So how was a population with 29% trust of ZMM essentially 100% programmed by what they don’t trust into believing
lies about something they know virtually nothing about? [8] Perhaps the same way Americans have been programmed to accept
the “Federal Reserve System” for 100 years, even renewal of its
charter for another 100 years.
Before 9/11 birthed the “Global War on Terror” (GWOT)
to aim American blood and treasure at Israel’s enemies, 189 of
Earth’s 196 recognized “sovereign” nations had a Rothschild-controlled central bank. Afghanistan, Libya, Sudan, Iran, Cuba, Iraq,
and North Korea were those last seven nations resisting Rothschild
enslavement.
Now, only Cuba, North Korea, and Iran remain free. Notice
how high Iran and North Korea are on our list of enemies?
Please see “The Incredible Debt Spider” for more information regarding the fed, and Rothschild-controlled central banking.

Debt, forever
IMF-Worlds-Predatory-Lender1
Debt that can never be paid off, only grow. Power of creating money from nothing and loaning it to nations at compounding
interest . . . the “magic” of Rothschild-controlled central banking.
America’s infection is called the “Federal Reserve System,” a private, for-profit corporation independent of the federal government.
The Fed has no reserves, is simply a system for transferring wealth
from the people to the elite via national debt, GWOT, “benign
global hegemony” (Partnership for the New American Century),
bank bailouts . . . whatever it takes for, as George Bush I stated,
“The continuous consolidation of wealth and power into higher,
tighter, and righter hands.” [10]
The whole Rothschild Usury Mill (RUM) offers only one
destiny or conclusion, only one horizon: Rothschilds will own the
entire planet. They are already closer to global ownership than few
people other than the elite might imagine. The US has a potentially-fatal RUM infection. On the horizon we see imminence of bank
“bail-ins.” Austerity, raiding of personal bank accounts, pension
funds, “entitlements”—whatever “low-hanging fruit” might keep
the RUM scam-of-all-time going a little longer.
Are there any flashes of hope on the Rothschild-controlled
horizon? Yes.
The Real Enemy

KNOW THY ENEMY
How’s this for a textbook Zionist mind-control twist? Our
“best friend” that has given us more ever-accelerating grief and
extracted from us more blood and treasure than all of our “enemies” combined has as a number-one enemy called Iran. Zionists
are willing to spill every last drop of American blood, divert every American social expenditure to fund war crimes, and exhaust
American treasure not already plundered by the GWOT, TARP, the
Fed—all those classic symptoms of runaway RUM infection . . .
building up to their ultimate usury coup de grâce, WWIII. 		
But. . After years of saber rattling, and employing perceptionmanagement devices all the way to Hollywood’s Academy Awards
to convince Americans that the one nation that might actually save
us from Zionism is enemy number-one, Zionists are yet to attack
Iran. What’s in the way?
Apparently, something Zionists cannot Zionize. Treachery, duplicity, blackmail, bribery, extortion, fraud, terrorism, car
bombs, pitting Israel’s enemies against each other—nothing in the
obscene Zionist toolkit offers any succor. Are Zionists potentially
at the mercy of their obvious, ultimate nemesis, humanity?

More specifically, are Zionists being thwarted by human invention for the good of humanity? Tesla kinds of power?
J.P. Morgan and his Rothschild masters did a masterful job of
scrubbing Tesla from public consciousness. [11] But now, is “another Tesla” threatening the Zionist grip on humanity—a genius
from Iran no less? His name is Mehran Tavakoli Keshe. [12]

Mehran_Tavakoli_Keshe
Mehran Tavakoli Keshe is an Iranian nuclear scientist. The
longer Iran goes without being attacked militarily, the more likely it seems that, through the genius of Keshe and other brilliant
minds, Iran is developing technology to render all modes of modern warfare obsolete. Could there be a greater gift to humanity than
immunity against Zionist aggression—or a more obvious reason
for Iran to be Zionist enemy number one?
Could Keshe be the most important person on Earth to protect from Mossad?
Humanity free of Zionism . . . try to imagine the horizon, the
potential for positive growth and decency—the sheer humanity of
disarming the elite. Imagine the elite global war/genocide machine
dead in its tracks.
If we have any chance of outsmarting Zionism, one of our
greatest allies might be mass awareness of Zionism itself. Not
ZMM propaganda, but truth. Then again, after being vaccinated
by ZMM for so long, might Americans be immune to truth?
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